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Introduction 

The SALT agreements signed in Moscow between the USA and the 

USSR on M·ay 26, 1972 are the first substantive a~cords to have emerged 

from the 127 sessions of the strategic anns lDmt~tion "talks held since 

the talks began in 1969. The two previous SALT agreements, concluded 

on 30 September 1971 - one "to reduce the risk of the outbreak of acciden-

tal nuclear war between the USA and the USSR, and the other to improve 

the "hot line" (the USA- USSR direct communications link set up by the 

20 June 1963 Memorci~dum) - are essentially technical and subsidiary in 

nature. They do not affect the weapons in the possession of the super-

powers and are confidence-building rather than arms control measures 

which could have been concluded independently of "sALT. 

The Mosco;,.., SALT agreements, to9ether with several other docu-· 

ments adopted during the US President's visit in the Soviet Union - on 

cooperation in the exploration and use of outer space for peaceful pur-

poses; on the prevention of incidents on and over tlie sea; on coopera-

tion in the fields of science and technology, medicine and public health, 

and the protection of the environment; and, particularly, on basic prin-

ciples of US-Soviet relations - may signify the beginning of a· steady 

rapprochement and closer cooperation betv;een "the 1:\'V"O superpowers. At 

the very least,. the agreements may be taken to imply improved mutual 

understanding of the other's policies and strategies - a process which 

will continue during further SALT negotiations. The superpowers them-

selves will clearly obt<i n direct benefits from this but therf will also be 

indirect positive repercu-ssions .for the cause of world peace due mainly 
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to a reduction in the likelihood of the initiation of world war. That the 

SALT agreements have significant international political importance cannot, 

therefore, be denied even if only through the stimulation of mutual per-

captions of increased detente. 

Othl;!r elements of political importance arise from SALT. For the 

first time the two most powerful nations discussed in concrete detail, and 

succeeded in reaching, a measure of understanding on the delicate issue 

of those nuclear armaments which they consider. central for their security. 

For the first time these powers have agreed to establish ceilings on the 

production of strategic armaments, overcoming the problem of verification 

which has plagued disarmament negotiations for years. And for the first 

time they agreed to accept limitations on their own military arsenals 

without requiring sacrifices, contributions or obligations from other states. 

But from the point of viey.r oE_act;'c;l_g~Ciffil.9ll).,e.ntjbe_v.al\1e..._g_f,the 

Moscow agreements is less obvious - a fact that will become more widely 
--' -··-'-'-•-...:..,_,o;;~-..-w _ __.._..os:: . .,..c~~~-~...o:::a 

realized as the euphoria generated by the political significance of the 

agreements wears off. 

Superpower obligations under the agreement 

The Moscow agreements are in two parts - the_Treaty on the limi

,...:tq!!Pll~<?J~apJJ.~R-alJtsJiP mts,$Jle~S¥S!e~s and the..!_r:~rim agreement on cer

tain mea_sur.e,S~1folith.respect-~to-theJimi~.a.tion.of~s-tra.tegic_,offens.ive~ar,ms, - ..... -. ,_ ... _,_ - --~ - . 

with a protocol specifying numerical levels of modern ballistic missile 

submarines and ballistic missiles launchers on submarines, as well as 

replacement procedures. These parts are closely interrelatEd even through 

their legal status is different. ·The ABM Treaty, which is of unlimited 

duration, is subject to ratification and will enter into force upon the 
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exchange of instruments of ratification. The Interim Agreement and the 

Protocol have a five-year duration and enter into force upon exchange of 

written notices of acceptance. Both agreements must come into effect 

simultaneously- they may also lapse simultaneously. The United States, 

for example, has made it clear, in a formal statement, that if no a£t ,,_ 

ment leading to more comprehensive strategic offensive arms limitations 

.is achieved within five years, then US supreme interests could be suf-

ficiently jeopardized to warrant a withdrawal from the ABM Treaty. 

Defensive weapons and radars 

The SALT agreements obligate the superpowers not to deploy ABM 

systems for the defence of their national territory nor to provide a base 

for such a defence, and not to deploy ABM systems l) for the defence of 

an individual region, except as provided for in the Treaty. 

1) Under the Treaty an ABM system means a system to counter strategic 

ballistic missiles or their elements in· flight trajectory. It currently con

sists of: ABM interceptor missiles (interceptor missiles constructed and 

deployed for an ABM role or of a type tested in an ABM model); ABM 

launchers (launchers constructed and deployed for munching ABM inter

ceptor missiles); and ABM radars (radars constructed and deployed for 

an ABM role, or of a type tested in an ABM mode). These ABM system 
' components include those which are operational; under construction; under-

going testing; undergroing overhaul, repair or conversion; or in reserve. 

According to an American statement a launcher, missile or radar 

would be considered "tested in an ABM mode" if any of the following events 

occur. If a launcher is used to launch an ABM interceptor missile. If an 

:.:-~+"rcept or missile is flight-tested against a target vehicle which has a 

'J.ight trajectory with similar characteristics to those of a strategic ballistic 
missile flight trajectory, is flight-tested in conjunction with the test of an 
ABM interceptor missile or an ABM radar ot the same test range, or is flight
tested to an altitude inconsistent with interception of targets against which 

·defences are deployed. If a radar makes measurements on a cooperative 
target vehicle during the reentry portion of its trajectory or makes measure
ments in conjunction with the test of an ABM interceptor missile or wi.th 
an ABM radar at the same. test range. 



The US and USSR are allowed under the Treaty to deploy up to 

100 ABM launchers and 100 ABM interceptor missiles, and ABM radars 

within no more than six ABM radar complexes 1l within an area having 

4. 

a radius of 150 Km and centered on tlie national capital. 

They can further deploy up to 100 AEM launchers and 100 inter-

ceptor missiles as well as two modern large phased-array ABM radars, 
2) in 

comparable in potential to corresponding ABM radars/operation or under 

construction3) on the date of signature of the Treaty, within one area 

containing ICBM silo launchers and having a radius of 150 Km. This com

plex can also include up to 18 ABM radars provided each has a potential 

less than the potential of the smaller of the two large phased-array ABM 

radars (three million). Each party can have up to 15 ABM launchers at 

current and additionally agreed test ranges. 

It has been agreed that, within each country, the centre of the ABM 

system deployment area around the national capital and the centre of the 

ABM system deployment area containing ICBM silo launchers shctll be se

parated by no less than thi.rteen hundred kilometres. The US missile-

defence site will be in the Grand Forks area. The Soviet m is silo-defence 

site may be located cast of the Urals. 

1) The permitted ctreCI of eCich complex being circulm with a diameter 

of no more than 3 kilometres. 

2) Defined as the product of mean emitted power in watts and antenna 

area in square meters. 

3) The only two large phased-array ADM radars operational or under con

struction in a deployment area on the date of signature were the peri

meter acquisition radar (PAR) and missile site wdar (MSR) under con

struction at Grand Forks Air Force Base, North Dokota, USA. 
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. 1) 
The deployment of ABM systems based on new means of anti-

missile protection and including components capable of substituting for 

ABM interceptor missiles, ABM launchers, or ABM radars are forbidden 

unless the Treaty is suitably amended. 

But the superpowers are allowed to conduct research on, and to 

develop, current ABM systems (see definition above) provided that they 

are not sea-based, air-based, space-based or mobile land-based. 

They must, however, not develop, test or deploy ABM launchers 

for launching more than one ABM interceptor missile at a time from each 

launcher, nor to modify deployed launchers to provide them with such a 

capability, nor to develop, test or deploy automatic or semi-automatic 

or other similar systems for the rapid reload of ABM launchers. It is 

understood that the development, testing or deployment of ABM intercep-

tor missiles with more than one independently guided warhead, are pro-

hibited. Apart from these restrictions, the modernisation and replace-

ment of ABM systems or their components is allowed. 

Non-AB M missiles, launchers, or radars must not be provided 

with capabilities to counter strategic ballistic missiles or their elements 

in flight trajectory - an undertaking which would, for example, pro.hibi t 

the modification of air defence missiles (SAMs) to enable them to inter-

cept strategic ballistic missiles. Non-ABM missiles, launchers, and 

radars cannot be tested in an ABM mode (i.e. , for ABM purposes). 

Phased-array radars having a potential exceeding three million, 

must not be deployed except as specifically provided for in the Treaty, or 

except for the purposes of tmcking objects in outer space or for use as 

. 1) Using, for example, laser beams instead of missiles to shoot down 

incoming ICB Ms . 
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national technical means of verification, Phased-array radars, although 

currently deployed for non-ABM missions, such as air defence or air traf-

fie control, have an inherent capacity for ABM use. 

In future, radars for early watning of strategic ballistic missile 

attack can be deployed only at locations along the periphery of the national 

territory and must be outward looking. Existing ballistic ~issile early-

warning radars are unaffected, and no limitation is imposed on radars for 

national means of verification. 

. 1) 
The USA has stated that since the so-called Hen-House radars 

can detect and track ballistic missile warheads at great distances -, and 

therefore have a significant ABM potential - any increase in their defence 

by surface-to-air missiles would be regarded as inconsistent with the 

agreement. 

Neither the ABM systems n01~ their components limited by the 

Treaty can be transferr -3d to other states, nor deployed outside the national 

territory of the superpower. 

When the Moscow agreements were concluded, the USA had de-

ployed no anti-ballistic missiles. The construction of one ABM coinplex 

for the protection of ICBM silo launchers at Grand Forks, North Dakota, 

was about 90 per cent complete. Another complex - in the vicinity of 

Malmstrom Air Base in Montana- was at an early stage of construction. 

The Grand Forks site will now become opemtional with no more than 100 

ABM interceptor missiles. The Malmstrom construction has been stopped. 

The US intends to build an ABM system around Washington, also with 100 

launchers and 100 interceptor missiles. 

1) Soviet ballistic missile early-warning rctdars. 
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The USSR has had 64 ABM launchers deployed around Moscow 

since 1968. Under the ABM Treaty, the Soviet Union may now expand the 

capital defence system to 100 launchers and 100 interceptor missiles and 

construct one new site with the same number of launchers and missiles 

to protect some of its ICBMs. There are indications that it will do so. 

Thus, the Treaty provides for a possible parity of ABM launchers 

and missiles. The same applies to radars installed in the deployment 

areas. Considering, however, Soviet superiority in the numbers of land-

based intercontinental ballistic missiles, the site defence system in the 

USSR may protect a lesser proportion of ICBMs than it will in the USA. 

Offensive weapons 

The SALT agreements allow the superpowers to retain the fixed 

land-based intercontinental ballistic missile (ICBM) launchers 1) in their 

possession on 1 July 1972 but the powers must not construct additional 

ones after this date. It is understood that fixed land-based ICBM laun-

chers under active construction on the date or signature of the Agreement 

may be completed. 

The number of land-based strategic ICBM launchers possessed 

by the USA at the time the Agreement was reached was 1 054 (1 000 Minute-

man and 54 Titan missiles). All were operational, none were under con-

struction. The total number of Soviet ICBMs, operational and under con-

stl-uction, has not been specified by the USSR. The USA estimated this 

number to be 1 618. 

1) The ICBM launchers referred to in the Interim Agreement are understood 

to be those capable of ranges greater than the shortest distance between 

the northeastern border of continental USA and the northwestern border of 

continental USSR (Cl distance of about 3, 65 0 miles). 
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The USA possesses 41 modern nuclear powered submarines with a 

total of 65 6 launchers aboard. The corresponding figures for the Soviet 

Union were in dispute. The USSR claimed 48 submarines with 768 mis

siles; the US estimate was less. Eventually, a baseline was adopted ' 

for launchers - namely, 7 4 0. 

Under the agreement, the Americans can deploy up to 710 submarine-

launched ballistic missile (SLBM) launchers but must operate no more than 

44 modern ballistic missile submarines. The Soviets can deploy up to 

950 ballistic missile launchers on submarines but these must include no 

more than 62 modern ballistic missile submarines. 

Up to these levels, the United States may add SLBMs to its exist-

ing number of 656 ballistic missile launchers on nuclear-powered sub-

marines, and the USSR may add SI.BMs to its existing 740 ballistic mis-

sile laum':hcrs'on nuclear-powered submarines (operational and under con-

struction) by replacing equal numbers of ballistic missile launchers of 

types deployed prior to 1964 or ballistic missile launchers on older 

submarines. The deployment of modern SLBMs on any submarine, regard-

less of type, will be counted against the total level of SLBMs permitted 

for the USA and the USSR. 

The conversion of land-based launchers for light ICBMs or for 

ICBMs of older types (deployed prior to 1964) into land-based launchers 

for heavy ICBMs 1) of types deployed after that time is not allowed. 

All currently operationul ICI3Ms other than the Soviet SS-9 are 

either ''light" (the US Minuteman and the Soviet SS-11 and SS-13) or 

1) There is no common definition of a heavy missile althou'-1-t the USA 

has stated that it would consider any ICDM having a volume significantly 

greater than that of the largef;t light ICBM now operational on either side 

to be a heavy ICDM. 
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'"older'" ICBM launchers of types first deployed prJor to 1964 (the US 

Titan and the Soviet SS-7 and SS-8). Thus, the conversion of a launcher 

for an SS-7, SS-8, SS-11 or SS-13 ICBM into a launcher for an SS-9 or 

any new modern heavy ICBM, and also a launcher for a Minuteman or Titan 

into a luuncher for a modern heavy ICBM is prohibited. 

The sub-ceiling imposed on land-based launchers for modern '"heavy'" 

missiles applies, in practice, only to Soviet SS-9 missiles, of which 

there are now 313 (according to US estimates), presumably equipped with 

a 20-25 megaton warhead each, or with three five megaton warheads. 

(The maximum payload of a US Minuteman warhead is less than 2 mega-

tons). 

The Soviet submarine fleet for nuclear delivery is more varied 

than that of the USA. A ceiling of 62 has been set for the USSR on the 

number of operational modern submarines. These are now Y-class nuclear-

powered submarines (roughly equivalent in performance to the early models 

of US Polaris submarines). The Soviet ceiling of 95 0 SLBM launchers is 

to include all launchers on nuclear-powered submarines, i.e. , of Y-class 

and H-class, and modern launchers on G-class diesel-powered sub-

marines. To reach the permissible limit, the USSR must retire older bal-

lis tic missile launchers, specifically those for SS-7 and SS-8 ICBMs and 

those on H-class submarines. It could retain the existing launchers on 

G-class submarines (with short-range missiles), in addition to 950 

launchers on modern submmines, but any launchers for modern SLilMs 

on these older submarines would be counted against the total of 950. 

There can be no doubt that the USSR will use the option of replacing old 

types of launchers by more mo,'-om ones; it would seem, however, 
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unlikely that it would install modern launchers on obsolete boats. The 

USSR has started to build a modified class of submarines with fewer but 

longer-range missiles than its current fleet. 

Assuming that the USSR takes full advantage of its replacement 

possibilities, the resulting balance of missile launchers as of 26 May 

1977, will be as follows: 

ICBM launchers 

Submarine-missile 
launchers 

Total 

us 

1 054 (unchanged) 

__ 6=5 6 (unchanged) 

1 710 

USSR 

1 408 (1 618- 210~ 

----=-9_,_5 0-=- ( 7 4 0 + 21 0) 

2 358 

To achieve the increased number of SLBMs, the USSR would have 

to use its quota of 62 modern ballistic missile submarines. In addition, 

the USSR has reserved its right to an appropriate increase in the number of 

its submarines if US NATO allies should increase their number of modern 

submarines to exceed those operational or under construction on the date 

of signature of the Agreement. It accepted that for the period of effective-

ne ss of the Agreement, the USA and its NATO allies would have up to 50 

such submorines with u total of up to 800 ballistic missile luunchcrs. 

The NATO allies in question are, of course, the United Kingdom- with 

four modern L>allis tic missile submarines and no current plans for ex pan-

si on - and France - which by 197 6 moy have four comparable submari.ncs 

and has not yet decided on the construction of the fifth. The United 

States did not accept the vnlidity of the Soviet claim for compensation 

for SLBM submarine:~; belonging to third countries, but the question is 
probobly 

unlikoly to arise. The USA wilVnot increase the number of its submarines 
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within 5 years and the United Kingdom and France, taken together, will 

not acquire more than eight submarines during this period. 

The difference in the over-all numbers of nuclear delivery vehicles 

is in fact smaller than that indicated above , if account is taken of US 

preponderance - both n\.ll!Erical ( 45 7 against 14 O) and qualitative - in 

heavy bombers. These are not included in the limitations but they con

tinue to be a major element of the strategic offensive forces. Moreover, 

because of geographic reasons and the fact that the USA has bases in 

Scotland and Spain, the USSR may need three submarines for two Ameri

can ones in order to keep an equal number on station. The USSR drew 

attention to this imbalance, but its considerations were rejected by the 

USA on the grounds that the overseas bases do not provide an advantage 

not compensated for in the agreements. There arc other factors which 

cannot be ignored in the strategic equation between the USSR and the USA. 

For example, the strength and the potentialities of their respective allies, 

and the threats the two powers may face outside their mutual confronta

tion. 

Soviet intermediate range ballistic missile, targcttcd on US 

European allies or on other countries, but unable to reach the USA, are not 

covered by the Interim Aareement nor are those American forward-based 

aircraft in Europe, and bombers aboard US aircraft carriers, capable of 

delivering nuclear strikes on the USSR. 

The deployment of mobile land-based ICBM launchers is not ex

plicitly prohibited. On 20 May 1972, the USA agreed to defer the question 

of limitation of these launchers te> subsequent negotiations, but stated 

that it would consider the deployment of operational land-mobile ICBM 

launchers durina the p8riod of the Interim Agreement as inconsistent wi.th 
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the objectives of that Agreement. Launchers for fractional orbital bombard-

ment systems are considered to be included in the Agreement. 

The parties agree not to sign_ificantly increase the number of ICBM 

or SLBM test and training launchers, ·or· the number of such launchers for 

modern land-based heavy ICBMs. Construction or conversion of ICBM 

--launchers at test ranges shall be undertaken only for testing and training. 
-............. 

The modernization and replacement of the strategic offensive bal-

lis tic missiles and launchers covered by the Interim Agreement is allowed. 
'':-;,'1; 

' In the process of moClernization and replacement the dimensions of land-

based ICBM launchers ~st not be significantly increased - this apparent--

ly means that any increase will not be greater than 10-15 per cent of 

present dimensions. 

Under the agreements the superpowers are allowed to conduct re-

search, as well as to develop and test strategic offensive arms. 

Qualitative restrictions 

The only qualitative restJ:ictiGA~in .. the Jiccld_qf offensive weapons 

is a freeze on the size of ICJ3Ms. Othenvise, the quality of missiles, 
~-~------~-

both lcmd-based and sea-based, can be improved and re sea• eh, develop-

ment and tcs ting can continue. 
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The most significant omission in the Agreements is the total lack 

.of restriction on the numb.er_oLnucleaJ:;..w.arJleads..e_aclJ,..missile can carry 

- an area in which the USA has indisputable superiority. Multiple inde-
. 

pendently targetable re-entry vehicles (MIRVs) are being installed on US 

Minuteman ICBiV!s and Poseidon submarine missiles. The USSR has re-

portedly started to deploy multiple, but not independently guided, re-entry 

vehicles (MRV), and may have tested a missile to carry MIRVs, but there 

is no evidence that it has yet tested an actual MIRV device. According 

to US estimates, it may take the USSR more than a year to develop a MIRV 

capability. Thus, although the USSR has more missile launchers, includ-

ing launchers for "heavy" missiles of a type which does not exist in the 

USA, and while the Soviet deploy a total strategic missile megatonnage 

about three times greater thrm that of the Americans, the USA has more 
nuclear 

than twice as many dclivemble strategidwarheads as the USSR (5 700 

against 2 500), and by the end of the freeze (in five years time) the USA 
' 

will have significantly incrcnscd this advantage. 

There is little doubt that the USSR can, in given time, improve 

the quality of its missiles, and can deploy MIRVs in quantities matching 

those of the USA. Given its superiority in the number of missile laun-

chcrs, the USSR would then gain predominance in the overall offensive 

strength. This, however, is unlikely to happen within the l ifc-spcm of 

the Agreement. 

Whatever the relative nuclear strength of the USA and the USSR, 

and whatever standards arc used to measure it, the destructive power 

accumulated in their arsenals 1s already many times more than enough 

to cover every conceivable target on their territories. 
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Verification 

No international control procedures have been provided for in the 

agreements. To assure compliance ~ith the obligations assumed, the 

USA and the USSR will rely on their own "national technical means" •'Ji 
-.....,.,.,.~':':·.·:.;::;:~_-:._-r;-_~-:::~~~ 

verification - chiefly reconnaissance satellites. The parties undertake · · ______ ...:__ ___ ,~--
not to interfere with these means and not to use deliberate concealment 

impeding verification, for example, by roofing over installations such 

as submarines pens. Intelligence gathering, hitherto placed under taboo, 

has been elevated to 'the rank of internationally recognized and mutually 

useful activity; the principle of "open skies", which the Americans had 

been advocating for years, seems now to have been accepted by the 

Soviet Union. This fact, and the official US admission that modern means 

of verification at the disposal of the great powers are much superior to 

and more reliable than on-site inspection to monitor quantitative limita-

tions of arms, are important for other arms control measures. 

Unilateral off-site control will probably suffice to check the 

numbers and types of ABMs and radnrs, ICBMs and SLBMs deployed. But 

it will not enable the parties to detect possible violations of the pro\ri-

sions prohibiting the development of certain categories of weapons. De-

velopment, however, must be followed by tests, and since the latter are 

observable by satellites, the risks of evasion are not great. 

A standing consultative commission will be established by the 

parties to promote the objectives and implementation of the ABM Treaty 

and the Interim Agreement. The principal function of the commission 

.:ill be to consider questions of compliance and to clarify ambiguous situation 

which might generate suspicions regarding compliance. Each party may 

' 



voluntarily provide through the commission any information which it con-

siders necessary. The commission is charged with the responsibility to 

examine questions of interference with national technical means of veri-
. 

fication. And it may consider changes in the general strategic situation 

which have a bearing on the obligations assumed. The parties are to 

agree, through the commission, on procedures and dates for.destruction 

or dismantling of ABM systems or their components in cases provided for 

by the Treaty. The commission may also consider proposals for amend

ments (which would have to be ratified to become valid), and measures 

aimed at the further limitation of strategic arms. The strategic dialogue 

between the tvvo powers will thus be institutionalized. 

Pending the establishment of the standing consultative commis-

sion, the parties agreed that when SALT is in session, any consultation 

desired by 9ither side can be carried out by the two SALT delegations; 

when SALT is not in session, ad hoc arrangements for consultations may 

be made through diplomatic channels. 

Conclusions 

In summary, the ABM Treaty will result in the deployment by both 

countries of missiles whJ..c.J:wx,qr,c~I;!Qt operational at the time the M.()Sc9.9W, 

agreements were concluded. Moreover, the over-all number o.t.~lJ)2Jll.OCine-

launched missiles,will go up. But a stop will be put to an excessive pro

liferation of fixed land-based ICBMs the importance of which is, in any 

case, diminishing as compared to sea-based deterrence. 

The concrete net gains in the bargain arc: cancellation of the 

US 12-site anti-ballistic missile programme - a matter of primary con-

cern to the USSR, because these ABMs could reduce the effectiveness 
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of its offensive missile build-up; and discontinuance of the deployment 

of Soviet land-based launchers for "heavy" SS-9 missiles - a matter of 

primary concern to the USA, because these missiles are viewed as part 

of the Soviet counter-force strategy. / 
'Ihe parties undertake. to continue active negotiations for limi-

tations on strategic offensive arms. No such undertaking is explicitly 

assumed with regard to defensive systems, except for a review of the 

ABM Treaty to be conducted five years after its entry into force and at 

five-year intervals thereafter . 
..-

There are no restrictions on the improvement of the quality of 
~_,.---~--~ _-_. - . -~-. - . ' _.,_ 

the weapons in question: their survivability, accuracy, penetrability 
c-----

and range. Better weapons are substituted for those which have become 

obsolete. The technological arms race is encouraged and even legiti-

· mized. In the absence of mutual restraint it is bound to create tempta-

tions for seeking a decisive advantage. 

Both the USA and the USSR have made it clear that they will go 

ahead with armament programmes which are beyond the constraints of the 

agreements. The US leaders have stated their determination to maintain 
~ ---- _---~.-.,-,~·.:-,_--~·-, .. -~-'-"' . _-- ---_--:-:-,_--: --~~_: -- ,_. __ _._ -_-- ----~--.-~-~--- ~~"-~~--~---~""'"--~-

the US technological lead .. The Soviet Union has said that it would take 
·-~~~--- - --

all necessary measures in defence of the principle of equal security. 

The arguments advanced in justification of this course, range from the 

need to secure the viability of SALT agreements to the need for acquiring 

"negotiating chips", so that the next round of negotiations could be con-

ducted from the position of strength. Thus the freeze on offensive weap-
'------·-·-·-~-- ··-·. 

ons achieved so far is more apparent than real. No existing or planned 
-~-"'""--'- --~ ---- ---~~ -& ....___... -"'"' 

US offensive weapons progn mrne will be stopped. The Soviet land-based 

ICBM programme was, in any case, already grinding to a halt. Only 

SLBM programmes were under way at full speed and under the Interim 

Agreement these can still continue to increase for many years. 
' 
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As far as ABMs are concerned, an uninhibited development of 
c· 

systems ~ore effective than the present ones, capable, for instance, of 

covering ever larger territories, may gradually undermine the agreed 

limitations. The withdrawal clause could then be invoked by either 

side with reference to "supreme interests". 

In the areas not covered by the agreements, the developmeu~ 

of new sophisticated long-range bombers (such as the American bomber 

BlA, having better survivability against SLBM attack and higher perie-

trability of air defences than the existing B-52 bomber force, or such as 

the Soviet supersonic swing-wing bomber); of submarine-launched 

cruise missile (SLCM) flying at low altitudes, so as to escape radar 

detection; as well as of new means of anti-submarine and anti-satellite 

warfare, will go on. 

"Secondary" nuclear powers, the United Kingdom, China and 

France, will hardly be dissuaded from retaining, increasing and modern-

(

,izing their nu~e~·~·o"tential_. If anything, the limitation of US and 

Soviet ABM systems may, to some extent, increase the credibility of 

their nuclear forces. The Chinese Prime Minister has stated that the 

SALT agreements have nothing to do with China; the French reception 

was also cool. Both may seek a new generation of missiles capable 

of penetrating the superpowers' existing defensives and perhaps even 

develop their own ABMs. This would create a new threat to the balance 

of deterrence . 

The obligation of the USA and the USSR under the Non-Prolifera-

tion Treaty relating to cessation of the nuclear arms race and to nuclear 
I 

di sarniament has not been fulfilled. The SALT! agreements will hardly 

weaken the position of the protagonists of nuclear armaments in the 

near-nuclear countries. But, although there have been speculations 
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I 
{c 

'ito the contrary, there .arJ~_\In!ikely to be any serious moves to combine · 
I I '---. ..!'~--- ...---- -~--.- 0."" L•-- . . - -. 

, i the Anglo-French nuclear forces into a European deterrent even though 
;. ~-----------.- < ··-- -~---.,--~-~"~ -~ • -''-=-o:.- -~----- ·- --'""--~ ____ , 

( the European alliances may well become weaker during the coming pe-
1 
' 
·' riod. 
I 

The outcome ot SALT has rio direct bearing on the arms situation 
<.--::'·>" • ·• ,.,-••• -. ~ ., ~~,. -r• ~ • ·----, -·· ~ 

in Eur<:Jpe, with the exception of the ,.tw.o_powrs_npn-disseminayon c.Qm;;.. 

mitment - not to deploy ABM systems or their components outside their ..__-- -- -... . 

natiorial territories, and not to transfer them to their allies, a commit-

ment which the USA does not consider as setting a precedent for strate-

gic offensive arms. Nuclear weapons, bombers, medium and short-

range missiles, installed in Europe and targeted on Europe, remain un

affected. Their reduction or limitation may become possible only as 

part of a European arms settlement. But due to the political climate 

'generated by the Moscow agreements, the talks on mutual balanced re-

duction of forces will probably start sooner than had been expected. 

However, in view of the plurality of interests involved, they may prove· 

even more complicated than SALT. Nevertheless, it is unlikely that 

these talks would take place in the absence of a SALT agreement. Si-

milarly, the SALT agreements will probably make easier the convening 

and conduct of a European Security Conference. 
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The Immediate Impact of SALT I 

Precisely one year and six days prior to the signing of SALT I .. 
in Moscow it was officially announced in Washington and Mo.scow that 

the SALT negotiaters would concentrate on a treaty limi.ting ABM 

systems. Although the precise details of SALT I could not have 

been forecast in European capitals, the outline of the planned SALT 
long 

treaty began to become kno~efore the official signing of the treaty. 

This is, however, only one reason why ~ALT I apparently was 

registered in Europe without surprise and believed to have no imme-

diate impact on European security. In spite of the disparity in 

numbers of offensive missiles, contained in the Interim Agreement of 

26 May, both the ABM treaty and the Interim Agreement appeared to 

confirm status quo. The lack of apprehension, indeed the very posi-

tive reaction to SALT I, which characterized almost all European 

comments, reflect a widespread belief in the strategic balance - the 

mutual balance of deterrence of the superpowers - being a very robust 

one. 

It is true that The Economist (of June 3) wrote that there might 

be fresh doubts among the Americans' allies in Europe about the valid-

ity of the Americans' power to deter Russia from seizing ground or 

advantage in Europe by threatening, in the last resort, to respond 

with nuclear action. But the paper added significantly that a two-

thirds majority of the Senators, and most of the European critics, were 

likely to recognise that the nuclear calculus is not simple arithmetic. 

The Neue Z~her Zeitung (of 11 June) wrote that because the nuclear 

threat was becoming less effective the threat backed by conventional 
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weapons would increase and require stronger defense efforts by the 

NATO countries. Former British Defense Minister Mr. Denis Healey 

was not so much impressed with the SALT agreement in itself, though 

he conceded that the limitation on the employment of anti-ballistic 

missiles would remove a destabiliaing element from the balance of 

terror and for the time being relieve other nuclear powers of the 

need to seek a new generation of missiles for themselves.· More impor

tant, according to Mr. Healey, was the fact that Nixon and Brezhnev 

were "now psychologically and politically committed to give SALT 

real meaning by seeking solutions to the problem of limiting strate

gic .research and development ••• " (The Sunday Times 28 May). Lothar 

Ruehl of Die Welt (29 May) was satisfied that an important element had 

been added to the conditions for a constructive international security 

policy, hegemonial relations between the superpowers and their .respec

tive allies having been strengthened and the tendencies towards dis

solving the blocs effectively countered. 

The consultations on SALT in NATO were often praised by the 

European members of the alliance. When SALT I was discussed by the 

NATO Council for the first time after the signing in Moscow - the pro

minent U.S. SALT delegate Mr. Raymond Garthoff participating - it was 

favourably greeted and no dissenting voices were apparently aired.l 

Without in any way detracting from this positive reception it. is worth 

recalling that the consultations on SALT had been facilitated by the 

fact that the final decisions on SALT were purely American decisions 

and not decisions or policy guidelines to be worked out collectively 

as must be the case for MBFR or maybe even certain aspects of SALT 11 

or Ill. 

• 
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While European comments on. SALT at the start of the negotiations 

in November 1969 were' generally favorable, certain critical voic~s could 
. . -

also·be heard expressing doubts as to the validity of the U.S. nuclear 

guarantee of Western Europe and hopes of the Soviet.MRBM's/IRBM's'being 

included in any limitation on numbers of delivery vehicles -·hopes that 

were not fulfilled in SALT I. 
. . 

On the basis of such dciubts and hopes in 1969-70 SALT I might con-

ceivably have met with some European criticism. But it did not. 'The 

main reason for this - and the basic reason for the almost unanimously 

positive reaction in Europe to SALT I - is the course of events in 

Europe during the past two years. SALT I is seen as complementary to 

detente policies in Europe, policies that may not have been possible 

without greater superp6wer understanding, but also policies which are 

being carried out S:s a consequence of European initi'atives. That applies 

in particular to the determined efforts of the government of the Federal 

Republic· of Germany to pursue a p·olicy of reconciliation towards Eastern 

Europe. 

One might talk ox a European concept of "linkage" corresponding to 

the interpretation made by Henry Kissinger in a statement to five Con-

gressional committees on 15 June 1972, in which he said, ''In recent 

months,major progress was achieved in movfng· toward a broadly-based 

accomcidation of interests with the USSR, in which an arms limitation 

agreement could be a central element. ·This approach was called linkage, 

not by 'the' Administration, and became the object of considerable debate 

in 1969. Now, three years later, the SALT agreement does not stand 

alone, isolated and incongruous in the relationship of hostility, 

vulnerable at any moment to the shock of some sudden crisis. It stands, 
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rather, linked organically to a chain of agreeme~ts and to a broad 

understanding about international, conduct appropriate to the d~g~rs 

of the. nuclear age,"2 

To the Europeans, .the elements in this . "linkage".· are thus the 

Ostpolitik of the Bonn government, the Berlin Agreement, the increased 
...__-- -"---~--~ . ,__.,~~----

bilateral contacts with East European countries, the forthcoming.CoE-
'--'·----· 

ference on European Security and.Cooperation, and the MBFR preparations. ______ ..;.·-~--- - '---·· ·_,.._ 
It was never denied in Europe that the stability. of the superpower 

The signing of SALT I at a time, when an atmosphere of detente is 

felt throughout Europe, and when. the cold war is believed by most people 

to be practically over, SALT I has met with a warm welcome which is 

likely to have implications for the popular view of the vital elements 

of European security. Contrary to the German view, quoted above, it 

is widely_believ.ed_thaj: SALT I will not increase the hegemonial rela-,----- . .. . . . . ' - --
tions between the superpowers and their respective allies. 
~-·-- ____ ___:.---:.----- ---- -~-~·~---

It is 

felt, especially in EasternEurope, that the enhanced stability of the 

superpower relationship as .expressed by SALT I and other agreements, 

could lead to a greater freedom of action vis-a-vis the superpowers . . . . 

(the Sovie
1
t V,nion): It is disputable from a general European point of 

view,if such a development- in is?lation- in fact would increase 

European security. That would, of course,, depend on many other develop-., 

menta, above all the. soviet concept of the role of Eastern Europe in a 

future all-European security structure. 
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SALT I and European Nuclear Weapons 

The idea of a European ABM .shield was briefly considered and 

then discarded in 1968. for both technical, economic and political 

reasons. However, if SALT I had turned.out differently, and the 

construction of Alnerican and Soviet nation-wide ABM systems had 

become part of it, some kind of a European protection against 

3 Soviet missiles might have been reconsidered at a later date. · 

Instead, SALT I has, for all practical purposes, put Western Europe 

and the United States ·(and the Soviet Union) on an almost equal foot-

ing as far as ABM is concerned. Apart from the military advantages 

for British and French strategic forces and possibly some of the 

American tactical nuclear weapons in Europe - such as the Pershing 

missile - the psychological benefits of thfs situation are undoubt-

edly appreciated in all European countries. 
\ 

Although it can be argued - and has been argued - that an ABM 

protected United States would enhance the credibility.of the US as 

a guarantor, European opinion has all along been unanimously __ unfav~ 
. . . 4 

~ble to any deployment of ballistic missile defenses. 

Much attention has already been given to the effect of SALT I 

that it gives the present generation of the British and French nu~lear 
{ 

·deterrents a new lease of life, making the acquisition of a new genera-

tion of delivery vehicles less urgent. This can arguably be inter-

preted as slowing down the arms race, and SALT I may very well in-

fluence future deliberations on the technical merits of some joint 

French-British nuclear force or even maybe some day a truly European 
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nuclear force,- although such a:force is not in.the cards'for a 

·very long time. 

This is not the place to repeat all past and current ax:gu

ments pro and con a European nuclear force, a theme to which bun-

dreds of articles and dozens of books have already been _devoted. 

The most prominent European expert on this particular problem dur

ing the past ten years, Professor Alastair Buchan, has written in_ 

his most recent contribution that, "at the level of strategic power 

there is no serious question of Europe playing the role of equili-

brist. Not only is there no requirement to counterbalance American 

strategic predominance as President de Gaulle mistakenly assumed,· 

but it is acknowledged, in Paris nowadays as well as elsewhere, that 

the security of Western Europe still depends crucially upon the con-

tinuing commitment of American strategic power - on the maintenance 

of the Atlantic Alliance - and _that the development of autonomy on 

the strategic plane is not on Europe's agenda in the foreseeable fu-

ture."5 

In his detailed and carefully balanced analysis of the P!Ospects 

for Anglo-French nuclear co-operation, Ian Smart wrote last year: 

__ "The American nuclear guarantee formally covers all European m~mbers 

of NATO and, less formally, is relevant beyond their borders. But, 

even if the British and French deterrents were somehow merged into 

a joint Anglo-French deterrent, and even if, within the framework of 
-n.l: .Usw v.-rsv '(Slll I T.IA3 bns ,s,.,s:r :<:m srU ·m•ob gnl:wo!a a.G bs:!s:rq 

a European Community, the guarantee thus provided were intended to 
jnlo(. smoa 16 ajl'l9m"ls!;l.l:nrfos:J !"r:ij -;t: ano.tjr:;-:rsdl.Isf; s"J:uj.uJ: 9~nsui1. 

West Germany and to other members of the present (or future) Communi
nnsqo'lu:-1: ·~:Lu~j s '{Sh smoa 9dyEm r.rsvs ·r< 9:1:ro1 :rssl:Jun rlaJ:jJ:":t·ff-rl:we~'!· 

ty, it is clear that the area of guarantee would remain much smaller 
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than that now covered by the American deterrent. In-particular, 

it would be unlikely to cover, with any substantial credibility, 

either the northern or south-eastern flank of Western ·Europe ••• "6 

In the. debate over a European deterrent it is_ sometimes over-

looked that the idea itself meets very strong political opposition . 

·not only in the smaller European countries, but also by Labour in. 

the United Kingdom and M, Mitterrand's new left. force in France, 

Though it is unlikely, whatever the political development ip.the 

UK and France, that the national deterrents of. the two countries 

will be disbanded, the heated arguments against a European deterrent 

illustrate the controversial character of the idea. 7 It is obvious 

that many West Europeans would be afraid that if the idea was given 

new impetus it. could weaken the American nuclear guarantee and possi

bly hasten an American withdrawal of at least some_ of the US forces 

in Western Europe. For reasons identical with those advanced by 

Ian Smart, in the above quote, any government in Bonn .would be opposed 

to a process. toward some kind of a European nuclear force, which 

would, at the same time, cast doubt .over the credibility of the US 

nuclear protection of Germany and compromi~e .further detente efforts, 

because of the anticipated sharp Soviet reaction to anything resembling 

a European nuclear force with a German finger - among others- on .the 

trigger. 

The current_debate on a European nucl.ear_fo~:ce - rather tending 

to stress the difficulties more than was the case a few years ago -

is relevant to SALT I insofar as SALT I is unlik~lY. to make European. 

public opinion more favourable to a European deterrent. The likeli-
~ ' . ' . . 

hood of an American-Soviet agreement to limit ABM systems has been 
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envisaged. for. more than a year without it making .~he prospect of a 

European deterrent more probable or appealing ,to .. the Europeans. The 

signing of SALT I will not change that. It may rather be changed by 
. ' -.. , 

the enlargement of the Common Market as of 1 January 1973, but pre

sumably without any decisive political steps likely to ~e taken for 

some time. It looks as if the idea continues to excite Americans · 
--------=--------. 8 

more than Europeans. · 

Finally, it should be noted - as it has been in London and Paris, 

of course- that the Soviet Union has taken the British and. French 

ballistic missile submarines into account when agreeing to the Interim 

Agreement on offensive missiles, which constitutes part of SALT I. 
.17 . . 

On/May, 1972, the head of the Soviet SALT delegation, Deputy Foreign 

Minister Semenov made a unilateral statement to the effect that for 

the period of effectiveness of the Interim "Freeze" Agreement the US 

and its NATO allies have - according to the Soviet side - up to 50 

modern ballistic missile submarines with a. total of .up to 800 ballis-

tic missile launchers thereon. If during the period of effectiveness 

of the Agreement US allies in NATO should increase the number of their 

modern submarines· 'to exceed the numbers of submarines they would have 

operational or 'under construction on the date of signature of the 

Agreement, the Soviet Union will h&ve the right to a corresponding 

increase in the number of its submarines. 9 This Soviet reservation 

has been rejected by the United ~tates. It was repeated on 26 May 

1972 - the day of the signing of SALT I - and again rejected by the 

us. 

An increase in the present British nuclear force of four missile 
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submarines and. the planned five French missile submarines is un-

likely within the 5 year period the Interim Agreement is scheduled 

to run (if not replaced earlier by a new SALT treaty). But the dif-

ferent US and Soviet positions on the role of the British and French 

strategic nuclear weapons may complicate SALT II. 

Possible and Probable European Reactions 

Ever since the SALT talks started the debate of their imP.act---

has centered around the credibility_qf._the-United_Statea-8U&r.an~ee

of Western Europe. Mr. McGeorge Bundy wrote confidently in 1969 

that "the strength of the American guarantee will be neither increased 

nor decreased by acceptance of parity, and the level of American com-

mitment in Europe is not a proper topic for bargaining in th~ SALT 

talks. It was never the American superiority in nuclear weapons 

that was decisive in protecting Europe; it was simply the high proba-

bility that any large-scale use of force against a NATO country would 

set loose a chain of events that could lead to nuclear war,
1110 Later 

analyses have not seriously disputed this view even if the mythology 

of nuclear weapons has made it difficult to absorb the realization 

_that superiority has no practical meaning in any real context, as 

Marshall Shulman has put it. Shulman goes on to say that the argument 

that parity would increase the Soviet propensity to take additional 

risks, or diminish the American resolution in responding, ignores the 

fundamental inhibitions of mutual deterrence, which are not substantial-
11 

ly changed by disparities in the respective arsenals. 

On the European side, Fran~ois Duchene has agreed that doubts 
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about strategic nuclear parity have proved easy to live with. But 

in his view the new European doubt about America looks more serious. 
. l . 

It is rooted not in nuclear parity, but in a general impression of 

"potential imparity in political will between the two superpowers, 

12 the one all too modern and the other too old-fashioned." Other 

European comments tend to reinforce Mr. Duchene's point: Neither the 

SALT negotiations nor SALT I nor parity - or for that matter the dis-

parity in numbers - are seen as a destabilizing factor· in themselves •. 

Other developments gradually changing the relationship between the ,..__ ___ _........ '' ' 

Soviet Union and the United States and between the United States and 

Western Europe - the _enlarged Community - are, however, likely to 

exert a greater influence upon European security considerations. ___ ,.......c;._...,., -'·-·~'- """""""'~~~~ . . - -

A main reason for Europeans not to doubt the credibility of the 

United States guarantee .is simply that they do not ~ to think it 

has in any way diminished. The two preoccupations of the Europeans 

are the pursuit of d{tente and the enlargement of the EEC, and this 

leaves for.the moment little rqom for far-reaching deliberations con-

cerning possible changes in the present or future security framework 

of Europe. 

This is undoubtedly a short-sighted view, however. A number of 

factors are bound to influence the security outlook of the Europeans 

in the years to come - irrespective of SALT I, but possibly affecting 

the way Europeans - West Europeans - will look at the continued SALT 

negotiations. The relationship between the United States and the en

larged Europea~ Community is rapidly entering a much more competitive 

phase, as will be illustrated by the forthcoming GATT negotiations 

in 1973._ The. question of unilateral reductions of the American forces 
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in Western Europe will continue to trouble NATO (and. become rapidly 

acute in case of a McGovern victory 7 November). 

The problem is, of course, closely linked to the progress of 

MBFR, to which I shall shortly return. Even before negotiations on 

MBFR have started with the Soviet Union and other Warsaw·Pact countries, 

it is obvious that there are great difficulties involved for the mem-

bers of NATO to agree on both procedural and substantial questions 

more than four years after the original NATO statement on MBFR, the 

famous Reykjavik Signal of June 1968. It is not a very promising 

sign that the silent refusal by the Soviet Union to receive the Brosio 

mission seems to have thrown the whole western diplomatic approach to 

"MBFR into a state of confusion, inevitably fostering European suspi-

cions of s tendency on the part of both superpowers to deal.with this 

problem as exclusively as possible. 

Even if the US guarantee of.Western Europe is not believed-

and certainly not officially professed - to have lost its credibility, 

it would be logical to assume that the European members of NATO would 

take a second look at the role of conventional fo~£~S in Europe - if 

not just as a consequence of SALT I then as a result of a combination 

of factors which may seem to make an early use of nuclear weapons -

tactical or strategic - more unlikely in case of a military conflict 

in Europe. But any increase in the conventional forces in Europe -

i.e. NATO Europe - can be considered out of the question, unless the 
.. 

present climate of detente abruptly changes to a climate of new East-

West tensions in Europe. Even then, a rapid increase in the number of 

conventional forces in Western Europe will hardl~possible, as the 

number of conscripts are being reduced in a number of Western European 
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countries and the conscription period presently being cut in more 

than one country. 
' ' 

An increase in West European conventional forces after SALT I 

can therefore be_ ruled out. A more promising and more likely develop

ment is to be found in the sphere of European defence cooperation, 

which up to now has been surprisingly limited in view of what Curt 

Gasteyger rightly calls the growing limitations of national defence· 

. 13 
capabilities and the potentials of common defence efforts. Even 

if the Western threat perception - as Gasteyger writes - is determined 

by the conviction that war between_East and West is unlikely and that 

the. status quo in Europe is in. no way affect'i'd by shifts .in the stra

tegic ·balance (a view not taking into account the dynamics of a shift~ 

ing balance of forces involving a variety of consequences described 

by Gasteyger), there are a~l!ber of obv~~~D!l~.§gns for incre~ing 

European defence cooperation,~ 

The most articulate spokesman for increasing such cooperation in 

a number of ways, Fran~ois Duchene, has made it clear that a more eo-

ordinated.West European defence system could not replace the American 

nuclear guarantee, but it could reinforce it and make it more credib!e 

and help in the long .run to add a more effective complement to the 

American navy in the_maritime periphery of Europe. A West European 

defenc':organization would, according to Duchene, be less likely.to 

increase the numbe~ .. of troops than promise a better use of a smaller 

number ·and, even··more important, a more cohesive reaction of the Ten 

to unforeseen eventualities. 14 

Alastair Buchan is convinced ~~-next-few-~~~rs -~he~ 
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road forks to~,~~~y~lution of a less powerful European grouping 

within an integrated NATO framework and a more powerful, more auto-

nomous European system under the umbrella only of the collective 

alliance. It is difficult, he writes, to believe that the 1970s can 

pass without a radical organization of the structure and probably the 
. 15 

strategy of NATO. A .ltl~ ? 

This may not be caused or even.much affected by SALT I. But in-

sofar as· SALT I explicitly is only a beginning, and that a new treaty 

on offensive missiles is envisaged in five years at most, the prepara-

tions for the next SALT round, and indeed for SALT II, will probably 

have much more far-reaching consequences for NATO and for European 

security than the preparations for and the completion of SALT I. 
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Between SALT I and SALT II 

As is well known the Soviet Union tried during the first phase 

of SALT to include the Forward-Based Systems in Europe· on the basis 
' 

of a definition of strategic arms different from that· ~£ the United 

States. This attempt was later given up, but only temporarily, to 

reach the agreement known as SALT I. It has been pointed out by 

several writers on the subject that it would be logical to deal with 

the FBS in an MBFR context or to solve the FBS problem in parallel 
. . . .16 

MBFR and SALT negotiations. Nobody would. deny that West European 

NATO members would have to be directly involved in ·the·d~Cisions 

concerning the FBS, even if these are mainly or exclusively under 

·American control. The deployment of British tactical nuclear wea

pons ·- however limited in number - and the deployment of French 

Pluton nuclear artillery in 1973 or 1974 would - in addition to the 

strategic forces of the two countries - undoubtedly also be taken 

into account by the Russians in any discussion on FBS during the 

next SALT round. 

As the current difficulties in organizing an appropriate allied 

negotiation framework for future MBFR talks with Warsaw Pact coun-

tries amply demonstrate, it is extremely difficult to visualize a 

smooth handling of the FBS issue in parallel SALT and MBFR talks. 

Any changes in the role of the FBS will profoundly affect current 

NATO strategy, and, as Robert Hunter has pointed out, considerable 

opportunities are open to the Soviet Union to play the United States 

and its allies against one another, thereby weakening the Atlantic 

17 
alliance. It is obvious that NATO's strategy cannot be adjusted 

more or less automatically to the contents of ~ bilateral Soviet-

American agreement concerning arms directly involved in the defense 

• I 
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of Western Europe such as the FBS. This was clearly· recognized by 

the United States, when the Soviet. demand to include the FBS in SALT 

was rejected •. But unless SALT II will·be limited to confirm the 

Interim Agreement· on offensive missiles in treaty form,· it is logical 

to expect the coming SALT rounds. to uncover many more points in: com-

mon with NATO than has hitherto been the case in SALT. 

The problem of including the FBS in any new SALT agreement may 

not be much facilitated by the inclusion of the Soviet MRBMs, though 

it would be logical to assume.- and certainly expected by the West 

Europeans - that a reduction in the number of the MRBMs would be part 

of a more comprehensive SALT II involving at least part of the FBS.' 

There are believed· to be about 570 operative MRBMs in the western 

parts of the Soviet Union, installed in 1959-61. Half of them are 

unprotected, their precision is low, and in a tense situation their 

vulnerability might be particularly problematic. 18 

Their military· value is therefore rather.limited and so ia their 

value as a trade-in for.FBS in Western Europe. ·It is true that the 

large number of U.S.- nuclear warheads - 7,200 - and of the nuclear 

delivery means in NATO -.2.250 (many of which have a.dual capability) -

can presumably be reduced as part of an arms control agreement without 

dangerously undermining Western European security. But the FBS are 

closely associated with the presence of the U.S. military forces in 

Western Europe, and a. considerable reduction in their numbers could 

have. not only military but psychological disadvantages harmful to 
19 

European security. 

These problems must be seen in conjunction with what is after all 

the crucial- and most uncertain- part of.the question on the impact 

of SALT on European security: How will SALT I and the preparations 
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. for SALT II be interpreted by the Soviet· leaders? ·· The disparity ' 

in numbers of missiles is- not important from a. purely military point' 

of view,· and would- only become significant,· if the Kremlin tried to 

exploit it_externally by putting pressure on for example some non-

aligned or Western·European countries· out of a- false- sense of 

newly gained strategic superiority •. When the u.s. technological 

lead (MIRVs_etc.) and the non-inclusion of long-range bombers are 

taken into account, the .disparity in numbers of ICBMs-·and SLBMs 

may even seem reasonable from a balanced balance of force point of 

view! It is also·possible that the Soviet-numerical superiority-

and superiority-in megatonnage- has been used as an argument inside 

the Kremlin by Brezhnev to .convince the Soviet "hard-liners" of the 

advantages to the Soviet Union·of SALT L 

Although it is customary for Soviet military and-political 

leaders to talk of the Soviet armed forces as "second to none," no 

boasts-have-been heard• of a.Soviet.strategic superiority vis~a-vis 

the Unit_ed States. Parity has been 'claimed, on the other ·hand, and 

there seems to be no reason to dispute. the view- by Professor Roman 

Kolkowicz. that the main· reason for Soviet interest .in -SALT is the 

desire to stabilize an expensive and counter-productive arnis race at 

desirable level, while- ·gaining greater freedom to pursue policy op-

20 portunities in other areas.- · 

-But even if this is the case - as the. author of this paper be-

lieves ~ no account is being taken of what Curt Gasteyger calls the 

growing political-strategic asymmetries in the position of the two 

superpowers: vis~a-vis Europe21 and what Duchene refers to ·as a 

"subtle shift. in .the European environment which does not look like · 

. 22 
a passing phase and is no less important for being partly unavoidable. 
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Any evaluation of the impact on Eur_opean security of -SALT I -

and even more so of· the preparations for SALT ·II - may therefore take. 

into account· on one hand the "changing territorial balance between 

NATO and the Warsaw Pact and what Pierre Hassner has called the d~in.,

ishing Am~rican physical and psychological engagement 23 and on the 

other hand the hoped-for tangible results of the continued pursuit of 

detente in Europe. 

SALT I is almost unanimously held to be good for the world and 

believed by almost all Europeans, by implication, to be good for 

Europe. But the circumstances arising out of SALT I and its after-

math cannot be ignored. Neville Brown writes in his analysis of 

European security in the 1970's thst one can assume that the contem-

porary world scene, characterized by fluidity, will either be regulated 

within an arms control framework or else one of the two blocs will 

after all achieve some kind of ascendency or else the whole situation 

will slide into war. 24 

This supports the view of Professor Coffey that mutual and 

balanced reductions in theatre nuclear forces - and possibly the 

curbing of the development of non-strategic weapons - may be an 

essential concomitant to the imposition of quantitative and qualita-

tive constraints on strategic delivery vehicles as far as European 

25 
security is concerned. The demands of the evolving European situs-

tion may go even further if maximum security value is to be ·derived 

from SALT I and what may come after it. 

Johan Holst has talked of a more comprehensive European force 

limitation agreement and called for a European scheme for regulating 

the balance of asymmetries in Europe on a lower level than existing 

today •. 
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If efforts·to achieve such follow-ups of SALT.I should fail, 

and if the .planned MBFR negotiations get stalled, the security im

pact of.SALT·I on Europe may turn out to be much less reassuring 

than they are·believed.to be today. 

. ,; 

,,., ' 

-, ,· 
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I. "Plus c'est la m~me chose plus 9a change." 
., 

Europe is the most stable of continents. Among the dimensions 

of the European situation, the military one is the most stable of all. 

Why, then, raise the problem of European security and arms control? 

The only short-run verifiable and inevitable answer is: in order 

to have a conference in Geneva. Beyond that, speaking in purely· stra-

tegic or arms control terms, it is difficult to disagree with the logic 

of the position - most powerfully expressed in two articles by Frederick 

1 
Wyle - according to which there is neither any serious danger to the 

present conventional and strategic stance (whether through SALT or 

through Soviet superiority) nor any serious prospect of changing it 
·, 

whether through negotiations with the East or through substituting 

totally or partly a European deterrent for the American one or nuclear 

weapons for conventional forces. 

The problem arises when one goes from the short to the long run, 

and from technical realities to political perceptions and dynamics.· If 

one defines stability less in terms of military security than in terms of 

popular consensus and confidence and of diplo.matic aligmrieni:s and their 
. . . 

reliability, if one sees military postures and arms control arrangements 

primarily in terms of their influence on the maintenance, management . 

or manipulation of these political structures and processes; then sym-

bolic moves and ambiguous moods cannot be dismissed as irrelevant to 
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' 

the realities perceived by hard-headed bureaucrats. The old platitude 

that in politics, appearances become real if they are believed in acquires 

an added validity just because precisely in a stable nuclear enviro~ent, 

strategy becomes concerned less with the avoidance and management 

. . . . 

of war than with that of crisis and second because this peace -time crisis 

management and manipulation is no longer solely in the hands of a s~lf-

contained, if self-torn, bureaucracy of rational planners or self-per-

petuating organizations. It increasingly interacts with domestic pres-

sures, economic constraints and trans-national trends. 

European security and arms control objectives have to be seen in 

the light of the dialectical relationship between these three dimensions: 

the balance of military power, the interaction of foreign policies and the 

evolution of societies. 

Recent or likely shifts in the first are, at least in Europe, certainly 

meaningless in terms of winning a war and almost certainly in terms of 

avoiding it, but they can have an indirect impact on the other ~imensions. 

Conversely, diplomatic initiatives and social turmoil have had little im-

pact , so far, on the structure of a European system which is ultimately 

based on the mutual balance and the joint superiority of the two super-

powers. But the changing character of their relations with each other, 

with their allies or satellites, and with their own societies, are certainly 

altering the salience or the visible importance of the military balance; 



they may, in the long run, alter not only its political function and 

significance but its very structure. 

3. 

In 1967, we thought that for the coming years, European 

security would be more a theme for political discussions and maneuvers 

than the object of a genuine search for alternative arrangements. Just 

as the tenuous detente and cooperation form part of a language on which 

each party tries to foster his own political objectives and to show that 

they are the best contribution to that particular value, so the debate on 

European security may turn not so much on the best way of achieving 

security as on who should achieve it against whom and in what frame

work. European security may constitute one of the languages and one 

of the forums for discussing the political future of Europe, of the Ger

man nation or of East-West relations. If this is so, even such concrete 

issues as the Soviet MRBM or a European BMD system will probably 

take on this symbolic meaning in the continuing strategic debate between 

Western Europe, the United States and Russia - in the case of the Euro

pean security system as of the nonproliferation treaty, "there may be in 

the making a permanent, very slightly veiled political discussion on the 

r~ordering of both the international system and the European one. 

"The security dialogue will start by having the meaning of a 

signal in a double sense: it will indicate both the level reached by the 

economic, social, ideological and political transformation of Europe, and 
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the limits beyond which this transformation cannot go without endanger-

ing the whole structure. If and when this last point is reached, the 

discussion about a European security system, which today is about the 

political future of Germany, of Europe, and of their relations with the 

United States and the Soviet Union, may yet turn to a new and surprising-

2 
ly fresh subject; the problem is security." 

Are we approaching this point? Or is the function of the securi-

ty dialogue still symbolic and subordinate? The answer cannot help be-

ing ambiguous, like the situation itself. 

In terms of preoccupations, there is no question that the securi-

ty dimension of European relationships (both East-West and West- West) 

and the European dimension of strategic relations between superpowers 

are returning to the centre of the stage after a relatively long eclipse. 

After the end of the Berlin crisis and the exhaustion of the 

NATO debates (subsequent to the death of the MLF and the storm over 

NPT) a separation occurred between East-West relations in Europe and 

the problems of security and arms control. 

There was a separation between European detente, conducted 

mainly by West European powers (France, then Germany) with the East 

(Eastern Europe and, increasingly, the Soviet Union) on non-military 

terms and superpower relations, first partly frozen by Vietnam,then 

focusing mainly on the global strategic relationship rather than any re-
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· gional one, with the exception of the Middle East. .Precisely because 

they seemed to concern essentially the superpowers themselves, the 

SALT provoked much lower European anxieties· than NPT. As for the 

U. S.-West European relation, it was frozen by Gaullist obstruction, 

American studied indifference and preoccupation with Vietnam·, and 

Germany's new interest in the East. Now all· these separate directions 

seem to 'come to life again and to converge. 

The development of several bilateral relationships leading to 

·bilateral agreements and .to a multilateral one on Berlin, lead to a new 

multilateral phase which raises the problem of their common framework. 

Ostpolitik and SALT were two relatively separate undertakings. But 

their respective achievements lead to their mutual Europeanization between 

CSCE, MBFR ,and SALT Il, immediate connections· or overlaps, possible 

confusions or conflicts and necessary coordination are much more obvious, 

On the other hand,. new trends in the United States and in West-

ern Europe reopen the problem of. a new balance in Western defense and, 

perhaps·, of· a new transatlantic relationship. 

All· these perspectives and debates retain more than ever, how-

ever, their characte'r of shadow-boxing. The most striking aspect of the 

"era of negotiation" is that it consists mainly in·recognizing the status 

quo, In Europe, the "era of negotiation" ·has· begun 'in earnest only since 

1969 when, in contrast to earlier periods where polycentric attempts . . 

( 
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failed against the rigidity of the system all the main actor.s (the Soviet 

Union, West Germany, the United States, and, however reluctantly, East 

Germany) have started to talk to each other •. But the theme of the talks 

,is much..mor,e "the recognition of existing realitil!,l>.!!..or "of the results- of, 

.W,9rld War II~than!.!.the_di_f>a.9lut;_ion of the. blocs" or the creation of a_Eu:eo: 

p,;_a_!l...§..e£.>,U:.Lty,.!_ystem._ 
~ -

The Soviet Union. fe-els confident to embark on a Westpolitik in-

.eluding Germany pr-ecisely because, through the intervention of Czech-

oslovakia, she has gained recognition for the firmnest of her resolve to 

keep Eastern Europe, if .necessary by force. She can gain ground in her 

dialogue with the West because she no longer presents a direct challenge 

to Berlin's link with the FRG, the FRG' s with the- Common Market,, and 

Europe 1 s with the U. S. Germany can embark on a dynamic Ostpolitik 

precisely because its. substantive content consists of· recognizing her divi-

sion, and,. on the o.ther hand, because she leaves· no doubt on the mainten-

ance of her West European and Atlantic ties and on the· need.to keep the 

American military presence in Europe. Even France has become the 

most extreme advocate of. this presence and of the military status quo. 

For the U. S. itself, the Berlin agreement certainly was a reconfirmation of 

the status quo; whatever else the SALT inay be or become; they certainly 

are, before everything, a recognition of parity and of mutual deterrence. 

This, certainly for the present administration, implies a scrupulous (and, 
\ 
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if anything, excessive acceding to critics) attention aimed at maintain-

ing an overall strategic and European balance 

concessions or signs of weakness, Hence the 

and at avoiding unilateral 

solid resistan_c~ainst 
pressures for unilateral troop withdrawals and a very cautious approach . - ' 

to MBFR. 

Finally, as regards relations between the U. S. and Western 

Europe, while a shift of atti~des d~es exist {as witnessed by the remark 

attrilmted to H. Kissinger "The Kennedy administration had it all wrong: 
. . ' ' 

it encouraged European economic unity which could hurt American interests 

and discouraged E':'ropean military independence which could favor them.") 

it is likely that neither real economic conflict nor real military devolution 

will take place. Here too then, the prospect is for the continuation of the 

present system, but with changes in atmosphere and in style, in emphasis 

and in balance. 

The real question, now even more than in 1967, is whether these 

marginal or external changes are not in the long run likely to produce 
. ---

qualitative or structural changes in the system itself. If the main effect 

of negotiation is. to recognize the status quo, the main effect of this recog-

nition may well be to unleash forces which will undermine it more irresist-

ably than either military pressure or diplomatic bargaining. As long as 

eacp side .did ':'ot recognize the other, both were held together by the mutual 

challenge of ideological and military confrontation; the situation was being . . . 
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frozen by not being accepted. Once everybody accepts the status quo, 

the real game for indirect influence or for competitive resistance to 

disintegration begins. 

This does not meari that the forces of internal change or' of 

inter-penetration will necessarily win; various combinations are possible, 

from repression to regeneration, on one or on both sides. The point is 

that contrary to a frozen bipol~r confrontation or to a give-and-take nego-

tiation, the competitive-cooP.e~ative management of a contradictory pro-

cess of detente is essentially unpredictable, and that this long~range 

uncertainty - while not necessarily harmful to the deterrence of riuclear 

war - does create new problems for a security system based on alliances 

and alignments born in a different age and environment. In the East, it 

may create the dialectics of communication andAbgrenzung, of emanci-

pation and repression. In the West, it may encourage the dialectics of 

"de coupling" and "finlandi~ation", or the reciprocal fear of unilateral 

accommodation. 

The central characteristic of the European security. system is 

the· continuity between, so to. speak, Berlin and the strategic nuclear 

balance: the correspondence betwee·n, on the one hand, the geographical 

division and the ideological opposition of the two Germanys, the two Europes, 

the two social systems, and, on the other hand, the military balance between 

the two superpowers materialized by their 'alliance ~rganizations,' their 
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physical presence and their nuclear weapons - any trend which puts into 

question the unity of the respective sides,· their mutual opposition or the 

relevance of the military balance to this opposition obviously creates 

problems of adaptation. Not only a bureaucratic organization like NATO 

but the security. system it is part of can; in the long run, be made to look 

anachronistic by detente with the. East, by dissension within the West, and, 

more generally, by the transformation of the international system {whether 

in the direction of multipolarity or of superpower condominium) and of 

~he relations between society and defense, or between domestic trends 

and foreign policy. 

The first direction may make defense establishments and oppos

ing alliances look either obsolete or positively harmful to the process of 

reconciliation. T<J Europeans the American connection or a defense ef

fort to supplement or replace it, may appear an obstacle to further pro

gress toward reunification; to Americans the objections of European allies 

may appear as an obstacle to further progress toward bilateral arms con

trol agreements with the Soviet Union. 

The second direction, even if it does not lead to separation and 

should rationally not supersede tpe real elements of convergence iJ?

security interests between the two sides of the Atlantic, still encourages 

an increasingly divergent perception of these interests. A security link 

seen by both sides as a necessary evil sta':'ding in_t}(e way of more positive-
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ly appealing aspirations may continue through inertia or prudence, but 

cannot help being affected negatively in its credibility and its efficiency. 

NATO - including a certain A,~e.r.ic_an-px.e.senc.e-i.n..Eur.opEl--may . ..remain; 

but the level of U. S. troofls, the character of NAT~O-~tL'!J:.My_, the p.O_eJ!,i-

bilities of constructive reform in the respective American and European 
- . . 

~oles would certainly; vary.._. Techmcal issues (involving, for instance, 

nuclear collaboration) would be decisively influenced by what might appear 

as political atmospherics. 

Whether East-West or West-West, these problems, which have 

always existed, are obviously magnified by the widely analyzed change in 

values or priorities within developed liberal societies. 

At a minimum, the decline of East-West confrontation and the 

emergence in each Western country, but particularly in the two crucial 

ones, the United States ana West Germany, of new age or social groups 

with different formative experiences and interests and of newly acute 

domestic problems, challenged the role of defense, the primacy of foreign 

policy, and the ideological consensus 0~ which the present system vias 

based; they appear as new constraints which must be both fought and accom-

modated by the security system in order to fulfill the same function at 

lower cost' and visibility. 

At a maximum, these changes herald a more dundamental trans-

formation in the relations of state (and of the inter-state system) and 

society (domestic and trans-national), in the role of military power and 
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the meaning of security: from diplomacy and strategy to development 

and adaptation. 

Obviously, the answer is complic.ated ·by the difference between 

"a less governmental west and the rest" (T. Hughes). As Francois Duchene 

put it, the West (including the United States if not the Nixon administra

tion) may be reacting to the same challenges more as a society and the 

Soviet Union more as a state. 

Perhaps, then, the fundamental issue is seen more clearly when 

looking beyond immediate East-West arid U. S. -European issues, to their 

global context: are we at the beginning of new inJ~.r.m~J!on_al s_y:st<'!JP_and 

of a new international (or rather mul!,i.;;,!l_<!ti0 nalJ_poJitics_? If our conception 

of security and the organizations which are based on it were born of the 

needs of deterrence in an age of hostile bipolarity, should both the concept 

and the organization survive, disappear or be adapted in an age of greater 

multipolarity, greater cooperation between former enemies, particularly 

between the two superpowers, and more civilian (if less civil) societies? 

Are these various directions (more multipolar, more cooperative, more 

domestic) compatible? Which should have priority? 

We shall ask these questions, going from the general to the more 

specific, with a view to the indications of broader changes in the inter

national system and in the European situation for European security and 

arms control more narrowly defined. 
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II. The New International System and European Security 

Seldom have abstruse and abstract notions about the nature of 

the international system been a theme for general political discussion 

as in the past year. This is due mainly to America's current reassess

ment of its place in the world and to the Nixon Administration's flair 

for diplomatic initiatives and taste for theoretical· rationalizations. 

The Nixon doctrine had indicated the general direction of a limited 

disengagement based on an ambiguous acknowledgment of the limits of 

American power and of international bipolarity. The Peking trip 

materialized the triangular character of the superpower game; to

gether with the August 15, 1971, decisions, it may also be seen, in 

a sense, as the signal for the eventual emergence of a five-power 

world, by demonstrating - through a kind of American declaration of 

emancipation from their allies - the possible divergence of interests 

between the United States, Japan and Western Europe. 

The Moscow Summit, with the SAlT agreements and the Soviet-. 

American Declaration on Basic Principles, close the circle by.sh~ing 

that the news of bipolarity's death was vastly exaggerated; it had only 

undergone a conversion, from hostility to cooperation, from the struggle 

for 'supremacy to the joint management of world affairs. 

At the same ·time, the Indo-Pakistani crisis showed the fallacy both 

of judging local situations primarily from the point of view of the 

global game between superpowers, and of assuming that the latter, par

ticularly the Soviet Union, would necessarily exercise their influence 

at the side of restraint. Conversely, events in Vietnam and the Middle 
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East, seen in connection with the Moscow Summit have shown both how 

far in the new triangular situation the two Communist powers could 

go in giving precedence to their relations with the United States 

over their support of their· allies, a~d how far. smaller countries 

like North Vietnam and Egypt could go in refusing to comply with the 

conservative consensus at the top. 

Whatever else it is, then, the new international system is not 

simple. Two great roads seemed to be open out of the hostile bi

polarity of the Cold War: cooperative bipolarity·- .or a reconciliation 

of the two camps, led by the two leaders, in the name of interdepen

dence, convergence and common interests - (this could be called the 

Kennedy or the Monnet road); and multipolarity- a new balance of 

power based on the reassertion of national interests and on the com

binations of independent diplomacies (this could be. called the.Gaulist 

and, to some extent the Nixon-Pe~ing road). The first road could lead 

to new bipolar divisions - superpowers against middle and small powers, 

or developed North against underdeveloped South. The second road could 

lead to new conflicts, or at least unpredictabilities, between the 

participants to the new multipolar game as well as to tensions betWeen 

them (or the big league players) and the others. 

Obviously, today, we have elements of all these systems. The old 

East-West opposition, the new bipolar cleavages, and different types 

and levels of multipolarity: nuclear, economic, and political. 

The single view of a five-power balance has been torn into pieces 

by critics like Buchan, Brzezinski, and Hoffmann, wh·o have rightly 

shown the inequalities between the five and the multiplicity of types 
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of power, and of cooperation, competition and conflict according to 

issue areas and to regions. Perhaps there was some overkill, since 

the formulations under attack were only indicating one of the directions 

of an American policy whose puzzling characteristic was precisely.to 

operate at different places and times under different assumptions. This 

could come from day-to-day pragmatism disguised under successive and 

incompatible rationalizations, or from a more subtle and complex attempt 

at establishing a new, differentiated concert, which would operate 

according to different rules and with different participants in differ-

ent regions and on different issues, but with the United States always 

in a direct or indirect, single or joint, managing or balancing role. 

What matters for Europe is that from each of these points of view 

her situation becomes more ambiguous and potentially more uncomfortable, 

although she may yet turn ambiguity into opportunity and discomfort into 

challenge. 

From the point of view of the persisting elements of Soviet-American 

bipolarity, the prevalent European impression is_that the trend_has 
c.-~------..; ~--..;..-----·=-~~~~_...,"""=- fi 

~en toward a shift in the mili tar¥ J?.al~~c:e fE~!Jl.2E!,!::!:E.'!:):!~S}!P.4!%:!:RtJ:!Y 

~JLparity and, in some respects, Soviet superiority (either because 

the perception of Soviet regional superiority is no longer compensated 

by that of American strategic superiority, or even because some elements 

of the strategic equation itself, like the asymetry in the number of 

offensive launchers allowed by the Moscow Interim Agreement, or the 

open possibility for the Soviet Union to combine, in the future, MIRV 

technology with a greater number of launchers and heavier payloads, 
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give to some, rightly or wrongly, the impression of present or·· 

future Soviet strategic superiority)·. 

In terms of: relative dynamism and commitment, while ·both sides 

pursue an active diplomacy_,· the Soviet one has been much more ·active 

in· Europe.· .. More :generally, American initiatives are seen as brilliant 

tactical moves covering a strategic retreat, while the Soviet Union 

is not only much more engaged in Eastern Europe. than the United States 

is in Western Europe, but is genuinely expanding its .diplomatic in-

fluence and military presence in various areas, of which the Indian 

subcontinent is the most spectacular; but.her presence in-the Mediter-

~ ranean, her access to Middle East oil, the successes 0f.her German 

policy are no 'less important. However, in.the last year the Middle 

East has witnessed something of a turn of the tide. But it remains 

more generally true that, while both leaderships look to foreign policy 

successes ·as a compensation for :domestic problems, international leader-

ship is seen by important forces in American society as opposed to 

America's values and rightful priorities, while it may be indispensable 

to the legitimacy and authority of·the·soviet regime. 

·Finally, the relationship between the two superpowers, while con-

taining elements of conflict, of competition, and of. cooperation has 

taken a most important turn·toward ·the latter with the Moscow Summit. / 

The existence of a mutual interest of. the superpowers in preventigg~ 
~ 

nuclear war and in limiting the arms race has, of course, been widely 

recognized and·welcomed by Europeans; but .the contractualizations of 

this common interest and of the cooperation designed to implement it, 
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the creation of a bilateral Standing Consultative Commissipn,-have;;... 

'-revived a feeling which had been crea~ by _NPT ~Lh.11.4~Jl,een...remarkabJ.y_ 

the fear of_ "nuclear compli-
----~ 

Even more.important, perhaps, the "Declaration of Basic Principles" 

suggests through much of its language that a "common strategic idecblogy1' 

(Coral Bell) is emerging which is, for both, .spilling over from strategy 
'- - > 

to politics; some of the language of the Declaration, with restraint 

and peaceful coexistence replacing self-determination and socialism, 

and with the "no unilateral advantage" formula, suggests a preference 

for the status quo over their respective. objectives. The Vietnam con-

text, the failure. to mention any disagreement of the Middle East, the 

fact that on issues relevant for Europe (like MBFR and the Security 

Conference) the American position either was held in reserve until, 

or was modified by, the _summit meeting, all this suggests a primacy-of. 

superpower cooperation over their_multil.!!t,UA! .. JJnk,.!, L:IJ;J),.t-fle;!~~c-: 
c 

tive allies. 

If one accepts the distinctions drawn by Hedley ··Bull. between 

a) joint management and joint government, and b) joint management 

limited to the control of nuclear weapons· and· comprehensive joint 

management, and c) twin or parallel hegemony, and joint hegemony, 

and d) de facto and formally agreed joint management, one must admit 

that the Moscow Agreement represented in each of these cases a step be-

yond the first alternative in the direction of the second. 

If one combines this impression with the two earlier ones, of 

Soviet strategic equality, local superiority, and stronger interest 

and commitment, one ends up with a condominium weighted on the Soviet 
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side, st least as far as Europe is concerned. 

There have been times when many Europeans have learned ·and feared 

an excessive American superiority, excessive American involvement in 

their affairs, and dangerously hostile relations ·between the superpowers; 

today the predominant fears are in the ·opposite·directions. · The ideal 

superpower relationship·from· the point of view of Europe·is'an inter-

mediary one. ·U.S. sufficiently superior and sufficiently involved to 

protect Western Europe credibly and to marginally restrain the Soviet 

Union'in marginal areas, a superpower relation of peaceful· competition, 

equally removed from condominium and confrontation, thus giving third 

parties an importance and a role. 

~ The 

/ a crisis 

loss of American superiority by itself would not have ·created 

of confidence; Europeans'have lived under·the assumption of 

qualitative U.S.-Soviet parity long before it was officially recognized. 

But parity plus disengagement (of troops or of attention) 'plus a changed 

relationship with the Soviet'Union·- namely, as· Henry Kissinger put it, 

"a new relationship in which.on both Sides, whenever there is a danger 

of cri'sis, there will be enough people who have a commitment to con-

structive programs so that they could exercise a restraining influence," 

does raise the spectre of a ·situation in which ·the U.S.-European gap 

in the appreciation of what constitutes dangerous or unacceptable Soviet 

behavior and what response, involving what risks·should be initiated 

to deter it, is such as to give the·Soviet Union a freedom of action 

comparable to that of the United·States when it blockaded Haiphong. 

The Europeans would appear as weak but immoral, also malevolent, spoilers 

of superpower harmony; they would have to·'normally convince themselves 

of the most reassuring interpretation of Soviet behavi~r;-prec~sely~ 
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because they would not be reassured. 

It is too late, however, for a world jointly managed or governed 

by the two superpowe.rs; the triangular aspect, perhaps overstressed at 

the time of the Peking visit, tends to be neglected after the Moscow one. 

Yet the first visit probably is one of the main keys to the success of 

the second. The existence of China doe_s decisively influence Soviet 

attitudes toward the rest of the world and, conversely, the bargaining. 

power of other parties toward the Soviet Union. Is this also the case 

for. Europe? Should she look for a Chinese strate·zy, to balance the 

Soviet Union, or have the relations of the latter with both Europe and 

the U.S. become permanently peaceful because of the Chinese threat? 

Again, much depends on how reassuring. a view one takes of Soviet 

behavior. _One can distinguish four interpretations of its priorities 

in this. respect •.. For. the most optimistic view, the Soviet .Union wants 

I 
peace and stability, detente and disarmament (or at least force reductions) 

with the West because of her conflict with China. 

For the second view, the .Chinese threat does constitute the main 

consideration, but this precisely leads the Soviet Union-, given her 

definition of stability, to a more rigid and intransigent view of her 

rule in Eastern Europe and of her security t_oward the West: precisely 

because of China, she.cannot afford to run any risk or suffer 

any diminution of power in Europe. 

The third view - definitely a minority one, but defended by one 

of the most penetrating specialists, Michel Tatu - reverses the first 

two; for him, periods of tension with China have not coincided with 
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periods of detente with the West. The period of maximum tension with 

China (1963-69) was relatively rigid in relation with the West -

since the end of 1969, ·she has sought a certain stabilization with 

China, in order to pursue· a more· active policy toward the West. The 

main thrust of her dynamism lies in expansion toward the West and the 

South, and particularly toward gaining decisive political influence 

·on West European foreign policies. 3 

Finally, a fourth view, which seems to the writer the most plau

sible one and is .:buttressed by inipressive evidence, 4 starts from the 

premises of the first·two views·but reaches the conclusions of the 

third - the Soviet Union sees the conflict with China as· the main one, 

·and as leading quite possibly· to a major confrontation; but this leads 

her to an active policy of encircling China and of trying to control 

as much as possible the behavior of her potential·partners,.· to encourage 

American withdrawal in ·order to become the center of a world-wide, anti-

Chinese system. Just as the United States ·has consciously or unconsciously 

used the containment of Russia to expand her presence and influence 

throughour ·the world ·in the late 1940's·· and the 1950''s, Russia is on a 

course which she· may see as defensive against China but which is as 

expansionist, if more realistic, as a revolutionary one. 

Europe can see its .roie neither in encircling Russia with the help 

of China nor. in becoming a passive instrument of the latter's encircle-

ment by the former. Any thought of an active Chinese alliance aimed 

at putting pressure on Russia:· or on protecting Eastern Europe would 

only bring insecurity. On.the other hand, Europe has a common interest 

with China in preventing the superpower condominium and, in particular, 
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Soviet hegemony. Chinese inte.rests in encouraging Western Euro11ean 

~tnity and in establishing a·certain presence in Eastern Europe 

coincide with the. latter's .interest in avoiding an exclusive 

,"-. \ A 

tete-a-tete•with the Soviet Union, Conversely Europe has an interest 

not only in gaining some additiOnal bargaining power in her detente 
' ' 

dialogue but also in the multilateralization of the nuclear dialogue 

and of arms control in general, hence in China's presence as well as 

in meeting the Chinese.concern that the Security Conference and troop 

reductions in Europe should not be used as instruments to increase 

pressure on her • 

. The really difficult and.obscure problems concern less the tri-

angular aspect of world politics than its supposedly "pentagonal" one, 

of the role of Japan and of Europe itself in the system. Here the 

· doubts concerning the intentions of American policy in promoting the 

"five-power world" idea are matched only by the ambivalence of the 

Europeans themselves. 

Can one be half. a world power, or a second class pole? .. Does the 

United States really want Western Europe and Japan to.become full-fledged 
,. . ' 

independent military, hence.nuclear, powers? Do they want it themselves? 

Would a pluralist Europe qualify? Would. a five-power nuclear balance 

be more or lesssafe than a bi- or a tri- polar one? On the other hand 

does. the evocaticnof the classical balance of power and its flexible 

alignments mean that the United States has no more perman~nt and inti-

mate links with her allies than with her former opponents? The sus-

picion is that the United States does not really expect or encourage 

a real five-power world from the nuclear point of view, but that it uses 
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the idea both to justify a certain withdrawal of her protection and 

to encourage a greater effort from the Europeans· (but in a framework 
' .. 

defined by the triangular relationship) and to launch a tougher economic· 

competition against them. 

Critics like z. Brzezinski point out that rather than one five-

power world one should consider two triangles, a strategic one (the 

U.S., the Soviet Union and China) and an economic one (the U.S., 

Western Europe and Japan) which is based on cooperation within the same 

system. But today, economic ties breed competition as much ils coopers-

tion - indeed, once the ideological confrontation has abated, relations 

with opponents, especially nuclear ones, can be stabilized and basically 

cooperative; crises and conflicts-are more likely to arise in relations 

with allies. The management of the Western capitalist system may be 

intrinsically more crisis-prone-than that of nuclear deterrence-
' . 

money may be harder to control than arms. 

The same Europeans who have been criticizing the bipolar world 

now seem more worried by the danger of separation from the United States 

' than flattered by their verbal promotion to their great power ieague. 

They fear that the old," U.S.-centered system may be receding more · 

rapidly than their ability to unite their willingness to make-sacri-

£ices and run risks for defense, and the constraints of the Soviet 

attitudes allow them to replace it. 

Indeed, more than a time lag may be involved. Europe's (and, in 

a different and ultimately "lesser way) Japan's willingness and ability 

to play an independent great power roie may be d cisively affected by 

the new relations of States and society in the developed liberal world. 
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She may be as affected as the United States by the combination of 

"neo-isolationism and neo-transnationalism" (T. Hughes). Also in a 

more decisive way since she haa an uphill battle for political uni-

fication and military power to wage. 

Yet a certain West European consciousness is growing, the Common 

Market does exercise a powerful external influence. Diplomatically, 

the European scene has been transformed by the German-Soviet dialogue 

as much as the world scence by the U.S.-Chinese one. 

There is, then, a strong case for and strong inclination to, 

Western Europe and Japan specializing in the non-military forms of 

power, becoming, in Fran~ois Duch~ne's expression, "the world's first 

civilian centre of power."5 

The dilemmas of solidarity and flexibility, of power and depen-

dence, etc. are insoluble for Europe in the framework of a world of 

threats, pressures and conflict. They may be mitigated if the general 

framework is a cooperative one, if it is less that of a bipolar or 

of a multipolar balance of military power than that of a concert where 

different actors make different contributions in different roles to 
. ' 

the management of interdependence, whether in the arms contra~ the 

diplomatic, or the economic sphere. 

Yet, while Europe has every interest in a general de-emphasis of 

military power, being a civilian power in a world of military powers 

does not, when the chips are down leave you with much civilian power 

either. Similarly, neither security nor independence may be fully 

accessible for anybody nor be the highest goal of politics; but a pre-

condition for playing other roles is not to be significantly less secure 

or more dependent than your partners in the concert. 
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Europe's·political unity, economic power or diplomatic influence 

are highly vulnerable as long as her security is entirely dependent 

upon American protection or. Soviet good will. .How to build up a third 

element of security which should mitigate the possible decline or un-

pleasant consequences of the other two without jeopardizing their 

existence, how to work both atimproving and at deemphasizing the mili-
, 

tary balance; how to be in a position to choose detente and cooperation 

rather than being dragged into them by lack of choice, this is the 

ambiguous problem with which Europe is inevitably confronted by her 

ambiguous status. 

The American side of this same dileiJJIIIa has been well defined by 
; 

Stanley Hoffmann: "we are caught between our own desire for detente 

and' the fear that it would be compromised if we build up. those of our 

allies whom our adversaries most suspect. Our rivals' game is to 

'improve their relations with us in so far as we tend toward disengage..: 

ment without substitution - which case, our self-restraint could bene-

fit them. 

"Two requirements for a new balance of power - relaxed relations 

with ex-enemies and greater power for ex~dependents.~ are in conflict. 

Such will be America's dilemma as long as our interest in ~lexible 

alignment~ are met by our rivals' search for clients ••• Whether or 

not Western Europe and Japan become major actors, Eastern Europe and 

East or Southeast Asia will remain potential sources of instability."6 

No less important, then, than the problem of relations between the 

two, the three, and the five is that of the relations between this con-

cert of great powers, whatever their numbe.r, and the rest of the world. 
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By and large Nixon, Brezhnev, Chou En-Lai and, one may add, Willy 

Brandt, and probably Tanaka, have been quite successful in normalizing 

the relations between actual or potential great powers. What remains 

negative or in doubt is the impact on small and middle powers, whether 

within the spheres of influe~ce of the great powera or in the Third 

World. The consequences of the Moscow Summit for Vietnam and for the 

Middle East are not yet clear. For the time being, it still seems to 

this writer that the weakness of the Nixon Administration and, in 

general, of great power diplomacy is to see in the planetary game the 

key to local situations, thereby minimizing the autonomous role of 

social instabilities and national wills. Not new in this respect the 

highly ambiguous first two paragraphs of the Moscow Declaration, where 

the first looks like expressing Soviet philosophy (including the notion 

of peaceful coexistence) and the second the American one (restraint, 

preventing situations capable of causing a dangerous exacerbation of 

their relations, and above all, renunciations to "efforts to obtain 

unilateral advantage at the expense of the other, directly or indirectly") 

do seem to imply a primacy of great power interests over those of the 

local states or populations, especially if one remembers the absence 

of any reference to self-determination or to free movement. 

Any autonomous evolution in any country's social regime or diplo

matic orientation can be interpreted as meaning a direct or indirect 

unilateral advantage to one of the great powers. Does this give the 

other a green light for repression to reestablish the status quo or a 

claim to compensation, to establish an equivalent one? 

Raymond Aron has remarked that the only way to implement the "no 
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unilateral advantage" rule would be either a division into exclusive 

and intangible spheres of domination, or a mutual disengagement and 

disinterest of the great powers from the rest of the world, 

In practice, two half-way houses are more likely - a combination 

of the two formulas (disengagment from disputed areas but increased 

insistence on their own spheres) or, in disputed areas, a joint manage-

ment or the working out of common solutions, by the great powers, in 

the tradition of the 19th century conferences. Certainly for ambiguous 

regions, this is better than either unlimited competition or a passive 

backing of their respective allies. But local conditions are likely to 

frustrate attempts at imposed solutions. 

On the other hand, where one great power is clearly preponderant, 

an order based on domination rather than on consent is possible at the 

risk of explosions. This raises the crucial problem whether the effect 

of multipolarization is going to be the multiplication of spheres of 

domination (each of the three or five dominating one region) and their 

consolidation (since they would no longer be challenged by a global 

ideological struggle), or whether it means a multiplication of oppor-

tunities for satellites or small allies to mitigate their subordination 

by increasing relations with outside powers without being accused of 

selling out to The Enemy, and a loosening of territorial and internal 

barriers through general interpenetration. 

Military stability as such would seem to militate in the first 
' 

direction, which clearly has the favor of the Soviet Union and an 

increasing degree of acquiescence of the United States. But, as Marshal! 

Shulman and others have pointed out, the trends of modern society would 
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seem to make a broader and more tolerant conception of security, 

based on non-intervention and free access, the only one compatible 

wit~ .peaceful change, which in turn is the only acceptable and, in 

the long run, the only accessible form of stability. 

From this point, again, Europe is in a complex and ambiguous 

situation. Western Europe has neither the independence of the great 

powers, not the two forms of independence accessible to the Third 

World - either by geographical location and lack of attractiveness to 

great power presence or by political movilization, self-reliance, and 

readiness to fight alone. She is too directly involved with the two 

superpowers, in terms of interests and physical presence, to have the 
. 

freedom of flexible alignments, yet too strong and domestically auto-
. 

nomous to be a simple satellite. By contrast, Eastern Europe is the 

most directly run sphere of domination in the world, yet is increasingly 

open to economic, and to some extent human, contact which brings in 

return a tightening of central authority. 

Southern Europe is politically or socially unstable; parts of it, 

like Yugoslavia, are caught between the Soviet sphere of domination and 

a Third World situation. Local divisions and tensions make outside 

direct or indirect interference possible, national traditions make popu-

lar resistance likely. Those European areas which are domestically 

unstable and not tightly integrated in an alliance system share the 

dangers of other regions of the world with the difference that they are 

closer to the interests of the great powers and of their more stable 

neighbors. 

A look at the complexities of the European map, at the delicate 
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shades from the pro-Soviet neutrality of a Western-type society to 

sui generis membership in NATO and possibly the EEC, which compose 

the Nordic balance at the cases of Yugoslavia, associated both to 

the EEC and to Comecon, whose s~cial evolution draws her toward the 

West and whose political difficulties bring ~er back closer to the 

East, or in the case of the G.D.R. - the champion of Eastern integra

tion and of separation from the West but also a member of the Common 

Market through the intra-German trade, is enough to show .the impos

sibility of dividing Europe into two rigid spheres of influence, 

according to the logic of bipolar deterrence, cooperation or control. 

From the point of view of military security proper, the danger comes 

precisely from the ambiguity or the blurring of the lines which is 

encouraged and welcomed by the social communication and European 

political objectives. The logic of military security, as that of "no 

unilateral advantage" would be a clearcut separation either between 

the two Europes or between the European theatre and the U.S.-Soviet 

strategic relationship. West European interest in and influence on 

Eastern Europe and Soviet interst in and influence on Western Europe 

cannot help being part of the picture. 

Similarly, the condition most favorable to a military freeze and 

eventual reduction would be a freezing of the political status ~uo. 

The nightmare of planners in both alliances must be a crisis provoked 

by domestic evolution or revolution leading to changes in diplomatic 

alignment, even if they occur on the opposite side. Yet the forces 

for change cannot be permanently stifled, especially in the countries 

which combine a problem of personal succession, of political fragility 
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of social tension and of external vulnerability. They are, however, 

influenced by the external environment. 

We are back, then, to the contradictions between the rigidities 

of the security system, and the dynamics of social evolution, and the 

uncertain combinations of diplomatic objectives. To reconcile them 

means increasing the political confidence of Western Europe, ·caught 

between a cooler and less engaged United States and a stronger and 

more active· Soviet Union; encouraging the limited political autonomy 

of Eastern Europe and its equally limited opening .to the West by 

helping to make it safe for and from the Soviet Union; helping northern 

and southern Europe to overcome the dangers both of isolation and of 

unwanted interference, by protecting an exposed military situation in 

the north and an explosive national and social evolution in the south. 

These policies would probably increase the over-all security of 

the continent, including, ultimately, that of the superpowers. But they 

do correspond to given political objectives and European ones, which are 

not universally shared. They do raise questions of priority and of 

feasibility. 'They indicate a direction; they cannot provide a solution 

to the question of the relations between the general trends of the 

European situation, and the objectives of the different powers, let 

alone the specific arms control measures which may be applied or con

sidered in the coming negotiations. 
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III. Ellropean Priorities and Arms Control Cbjectives 

In East-West relations in &!rope, two main developments have been 
. . 

1mportant - the political dialo@.le between West European c9untries and 

the E8.st; the strategic dialogue between tl1e United States and the 

Soviet Union. In U.S.-West Ellropean relations, two dimensions have been 

dominant: the military link and, increasingly, the ecooomic strains. 

In both cases , the two aspects are coming to be. linked. 'lhe nature 

of this link will be decisive for the security and the political future 

of &!rope. In both cases , they may be linked by an uncontrolled psycho-
, .. 

logical process or by a deliberate poll tical effort . 'lhe same applies , 
.. ' 

even more, to the relations between the two directions - East-West and . . . 

West-West as a whole - where a problem of compatibility and priority 

Jr-./ will increasingly arise; involving the character, the orientation, and 
~- ·) . ~ 

_ 1/ · tit t;; the role of the new Western Europe. ~~-Sov.iet..Uni·on..flas-e.-e±ear-tnterest W· r. #' {'Ut· in k~epi,w~as-rnuch~as ~possJbl.e the distinction between her bilateral r"{ f.t 7., 

t 1) ~ strategic dialogue with the United,..~t~ates and her continental dialogue 

with Western &!rope; she has an even clearer interest in having both 

give priority to this dialogue with her over their qialo@.le with each 

other. 

Being a partner to both, she has an interest in enjoying the advan

tage of unity, especially since her objectives in both relations are oot ... 
so inco111Jatible as to force her to ernbarTassing choices: European policy . ' : . 

no longer has the anti-German and anti-American e111Jhasis characteristic 
· .. • 

of earlier periods. 

The Soviet Union used to have a double dilenma: prioz;ity t<LI:!e!', 

rule in Eastern Europe or to her influence in Wester.p Europe, encourage--
rnent to a "Ga,l!.lJist" EJ.!mge without the U. S. , or to a bipolar &!rope run 

by the superpowers . 
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She has provisionally solved the first dile11111a by the use of force 

in Czechoslovakia, the Western acceptance that the.....c:tt;:U.o~ with Moscow 

had precedence over the dialogt,!e__!V.J;h F.a~st ~~ capitals, and her.. 

own attempts at "gr-ocming her sphere for detente" through a more flexible 

but no less finn control of its organizations and of their coiiiiiUI'1ications 

with the rest. For the first tinE, she is able successfully to have her 

East European domination and eat her Western dEtente too. 

The security conference is meant above all to symbolize and rein

force this reconciliation between the status quo (and not only territorial 

but also political, including unity urrler Soviet leadership) in Eastern 

EUrope and cooperation with the West. Of course this entails risks to 

this very status quo, but the corrpetition for mutual influence is not 

necessarily lost for the Soviet Union, especially in the two Germanys 
. . 

and especially gl. ven the changing character of the American presence. 

This is the key to the solution of the second dile11111a. 'Ihe Soviet 

Union no longer asks (or pretends to ask) for the dissolution of the 

blocs and the withdrawal of the United states . She wants , w1 thin the 

existing structures , to encourage a shift in the psychological balance 

in the co~arati ve un1 ty and dynamism of the two supeytJOwers , the two 

alliances , the two' El.lropes, the two Germanys, the two Berlins. She 

counts, according to the Inozentzievreport quoted by C. Gasteyger and 

M. Tatu and strikingly confinned by the trend of events, on the trend 

to Anerican withdrawal, on the social and cultural crises in the West -

particularly in the U.S. and the Federal Republic, and on the contrasting 

unity, and military, political, and moral strengthening of the Socialist 

~. ~r.efer.red solution is an American presence real eno~ to 

exercise some control over Germany and to prevent milita.rY_effo~s....in 
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Western Europe and. false hopes in Eastern Europe, . yet declining and 

unc~rtain enough to create doubts in West EUropean countries, again 

especially in Germany, and to prorrpt them to look. for reassurance in 

acc~ation to her .. She no IIJ)re wants to expel AIIErican troops than 

she wants to blockade Perlin or .. to attract .. the F.eperal Republic out of 

the Coi!IIIOn Market . B..tt she seeks to encourage as ruch of a long-term 

loosening or erosion of the ties between West Perlin and the Federal 

Republic, the Federal Republic and Western EUrope, and EUrope. and i;_he 
'11:-BI - _ .... W:: .... _ .. ___ C Cl!!' .H' _ 4- i$4 -~-!~..("'--~~~- :_ ____ ,_..._.~:...;;;;:.o·;;;;~:.;.;,;;;-.;;;..;~ 

u.s., as is conpatible with tl'!~~azQ.t~£e~o~f..lc~r.;:;is:;:;i:;,;;s .. 

As a minirrum, she wants .to discourage anything which might go 

against favorable existing trends and challenge the status quo by, for 

instance, creating a new center of power 1n Western Europe.- she accepts 

the European economic integt"ation, which .may increase tension with the 

U.S., but fights West European.political.and military unity,- which might 

deprive her of the fruits of these tensions. She probably sees European 

arms control as a way to decrease the AIIErican military presence while 

minimizing the risks of a West European military defense effort. 

· Negotiations conducted pril!ID'ily. with the U.S. and covering all 

nuclear weapons stationed in ~e_woul..Q,.best serve this Pl!!.J22Se; con-, - . 

and where the. U. S. and Canada would be present but might increasingly,;;;. 
"""*'-*4 -----La_" - . 

appear as l!ID'ginal participants or .tolerated. guests, could also serv~, 

vehicles to_protest against the organization of·a EUropean def~n§e. 

Today it is the United States, ruqh IIJ)re than the Soviet Union, 
,.. 

which is faced .::.wit~3 conflic_t of priorities. _ The detente, darestic, 

economic, and psychological pressures, the· ending of the draft, nuclear 

parity producing increasing reluctance- ~o face the ,remaining risks of 
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escalation to strategic war, the sheer wastefulness and irrationality 

of the present l'lUI!i:ler and deployment of tactical nuclear weapons in 

Europe, all this mlkes some change in American posture and doctrine 

highly likely in the coming years. Even if the decision and 100ves were 

in fact unilateral, sorre kind of negotiated framework or fig-leaf would 

be al!OOst indispensable. '!he question is whether this negotiation would 

take place prirrarily with America's allies or with the Soviet Union. 

At a tirre when the Soviet Union appears as a forthcoming arms con
t4fw.M 

trol partner, the ColllliDn Market~ as an irritant economic competitor 

and a politicaJ/rnilitary EUrope as "a dream, and not even a beautiful 

one," the case for superpower bilateralism has never been stronger. 

In arms control terms, SALT I, SALT II, and MBFR would form a con-

tinuum. After having straightened out their strategic nuclear relation-

ship, the United States and the Soviet Union would straighten out their 
...... -=-,_,...,_...... .... ......,___ -•<>=~---"-'-'.:.:.: . 

tactical nuclear" one. After a start on the risks of strategic instability 

and the control of the arms race, they would place an elJllhasis (already 

indicated in The Basic Principles) on the risks of escalation and on the 

control of those allied forces which might contribute to start. it. The ,._ 

re100val of FBS through SALT II or MBFR would give both a physical and an 
1"'-- ~-. --_,..... --..-- --"""'"-~- ---- --------.----- .,... . - ~ - • - • 

official sanction to the distinction, already existing in practice, be-
,..__...-~--~- - --- .. _____,.....,.~..-----~-- ~---

tween Ea;;~,e;rt:J,Europe and the Soviet. tJnion; it would mean acceptance of 

the Soviet (and increasingly American) definition of "strategic," hence 

of the "sanctuarization" of the territories of both superpowers. 

>A non-transfer clause for offensive missiles, on the 100del of the 

one on AEM, would also not only physically hamper the prospects of a new 

U. s. -European collaboration on defense, but do it in a way which would 

be symbolic of the primacy of U.S.-Soviet ties. 
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Final],y, mutual troop reductions arr1 ved at in this . context would, 

especial·J.,y if they .were not acconpanied by collateral measures designed 

to protect the interests of si!Bller allies or of outside powers, be also 

symbolic of the new status of a "decoupled" ,E).lrope. 

From the arms control decoupling of SALT from the political rela

tions, one would arrive both at the political decoupling of U .S.-Soviet 

relations from the evolution of Elrope. and at the military decoupling 

of the strategic balance · fran . the. European theatre. 

Many features of present American practice and doctrine (see 

Secretary Laird's use of the distinctions between "theater" and "strate-

gic") gp in that direction, although other shifts would gp in the oppo-

site one, like the more favorable attitude toward the French and British 

nuclear forces. Many more proposals (for the corrplete removal or for the 

redeployment of tactical nuclear weapons, for a "no-first-use of nuclear · 

weapons" declaration, etc., seem to originate in arms control circles but 

to carry the same political implications.· 

As for the U.S.-West European relation, bilateralism has its own 

temptations. The old trade-offs between economic::s, politics and security 

(the U.S. accepting short-term economic disadvantages for the long-term --....... 

political advantages of European integration, Elrope accepting the primacy. 

of the dollar because of the protection· of American troops, etc.) - are 

...,functioning less and :less well, but precise],y for this reason there i~ 

appeal to playing upon special relationships with different partners in 
" ' _,..F J 

order to maintain a central position. 

The case for American :unilateralism or bilateralism against the 

primacy of the alliance or the encouragement of an emerging Europe would 

be unanswerable if either the United· States could maintain its global or 

central position·in the world's different functional or regional systems, 
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or if it could withdraw into isolation either because other great 

powers were doing the salne or because it had no serious interest in the 

structure of the world it left behirrl. &it if it is true both that 

dO!IEstic pressures and international trends I!Bke a certain American re

treat, disengagement, deconmitment, decoupling, "lowering of the pos

ture," etc. , etc. necessary or desirable, and yet that the world ls still 

an inter-deperrlent and unequal one ,in which power has to balance power 

and peace has to be managed, then there is no substitute for devolution, 

rebalancing~,.anGI-:-regipngJ.tzat~. 

Even in economic ·trans-Atlantic relations, it may be that the cen-

tral role of the U.S. is no longer in its interest or within its reach, 

that for instance, the monetary system while remain1ng a CO!JIITX)n system 

has to turn fran a U.S.-centered into a bipolar or pluralistic one, for 

which the emergence of a Ellropean monetary bloc zone or policy; however 

annoying in the short run, is a necessary condition. 

In security terms, the Nixon "doctrine" - while disastrous if 

translated mechanically into Vietnamization or Europeanization - never

theless has its inescapable logic. A diminution in America's role may 

be caused by domestic forces and justified by changes in her perception 

of her rival; it must, unless these changes are so radical that not only 

the threat of these rivals but also their power have disappeared, be 

supplemented or substituted by regional forces. A universalistic 

nanagement of the world (universal, joint or parallel) could be the 

basis of an intransigent non-proliferation policy. In a IIDre complex 

world where a less powerful arrl global America cannot offer.the same 

protection, she obviously must accept the risk that smaller potential 

or actual nuclear countries rely on their own forces, whatever they are 
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p.orth .... If she_ wants to J:>I>event them~or-to-charu1e~ e_fforts in the 
. ' . . . . . . . ' . . 

least dangerous directions , she nust rely on a diffe~ia,ted regional 

alliance "proliferation-lirni tjm;'!,.,po)J.SJ:f-;:e.~p~:r;,_j;~ on !... ~ versalistic 

condominia! "non-g~_f.i!'.E!~J:-1.2Jl::_,OJ1e . 

In Europe a decoupling strategy aimed at ·removing any risk of es

calation fran local to strategic war would ruin the very basis of. deter-

rence as it is seen now at least by the Europeans. 

It is true that today, already, "the implications of U. S. -U. S. S. R. 

parity for nuclear deterrence in Europe" are such that "the u.s.-u.s.s.R. 
. . 

strategic nuclear force relationship compensates less now than ever for 

such local European i!lbalances as migtlt develop" and that "it is plain -

both fran the U.S.-U.S.S.R. balance and from the way we have structured 

our forces - that the U. S. has two concurrent strategies of deterrence : 

one strategy for prevention of political coercion or military attack on 

the U.S. itself, and one strategy for prevention of coercion or attack 

on NATO Europe." B..lt it is also plain today that nuclear deterrence 

"rests not on a nuclear threat but on a seamless webb of deterrent sys-

terns ranging from the professional infantry man, through tactical and 

theatre nuclear forces actually located in Europe, up to sea-based and 

U. S. land-based missiles . And it is plain that the deterrence provided 

by these military. systems rests ultiria:tely on political solidarity, and 

unity of political-military intention.· One principal effect of deter

rence is uncertainty. · 'lbe political-military intention is to prevent war 

or coercion in Europe by preventing the Warsaw Pact's military planners 

being able to assure their political authorities (or even themselves) 
. . - - . 8 

what the response would be in case of an incursion into Western Europe." 

'lhe "unity of political-military intention" may already (in spite 

of, or possibly as shown by, discussions in the nuclear planning gr:ooup) 
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be a Ieyth; but it too partakes of the arnbi@.lity and the uncertainty on 

which deteiTence is based. 'lhe search for eliminatirig any risk and any 

iiTationality, characteristic of A!rerican arms controllers, may be 

doubly self-defeating. It is arguable that by rei!Dving what Eernard 

Br'odie has called "the de-escalating effect of the threat of escalation" 

one rrakes escalation less unlikely; by rei!Dving uncertainty about esca

lation, one nay be rei!Dving the certainty of non...:aggr>ession, since the 

European theatre becomes a conventional one ai!Dng others,· subject to the 

same uncertainties as in other times and continents; one would certainly 

create poll tical uncertainty among European allies. 'lhey would seek 

reassurance either in gaining their own accommodation with the Soviet 

Union (a likely consequence of any bilateral disengagement which, for 

reasons of geogr-aphY and ideology would necessarily be asymetrical) or 

in trying to re-create uncertainty by a nuclear strategy. 

Certainly, faced with a combination of U.S.-3oviet strategic parity, 

removal of tactical nuclear weapons and reductions of American conventional 

forces, their reaction would not be to reestablish a conventional balance 

by· themselves. 

!
!larms. The only way to make European reactions 

, . cont~l agr-eements compatible with U.S. 

to u.s. military changes and 

and arms control interests, 

is to make these changes and agreements compatible with European percep-

tions of their security and interests to begin with. And the only way 

to achieve that is by putting them in the framework of a new .trans-

Atlantic discussion, possibly involving a new relationship between 

American and allied nuclear efforts, strategic and tactical, a new con

ventional strategy, a new negotiation either of NATO or of relations 

between the U. S. and the four European middle powers. But this obviously 

involves a minimum of agr-eement between Europeans themselves. 
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Western dialogue is an urgent prerequisite to the East-West dialogue,, and 

an intra-Wes_t_Euro~an c.~Y ~ement or at least .convergence is a 

prerequisite fo~_f'r.!.litf\ll~dialpgue_w.l,t;h,..th§ .. !J.!lited .States. B..!t isn '.t 

this West European element . always going to be· the. missing link in these 

vario\lS dialogues? . Do the West Europeans themselves agree on this order 

of priorities .between negotiations among themselves, with-the u.s., and 

with the East? 

'!he answer has to. be cautious. and. tentative, but ·less negative than 

in other P,eriods .. While the years -1963-1968 were the years of nax1mum 

divergence, the pivotal years 1969-1972 are beginning to produce a cer-

tain convergence. of attitudes toward the outside world. This is reflected 

at the level of personalities (compare the relations between Mr>. Wilson, 

General de Gaulle, and Chancellor Erhard with those between Mr>. Heath, . . . 

Mr>. Pcxnpidou, and Mr>. Br'andt) and of institutions: while one cannot_ 
' 

speak of a colli!I)n European policy toward the East, I!R.lch less toward 

monetary and economic relations with the U~ even less toward military 

affairs because of French absence from NATO, it is nevertheless t~e that 

t~ Dav±gQ£>!1. com]:JJtee.)}§.S .. ~g~,..rnor~e,RJ:P.&:ess ... toward concerting policies 

on the security conference, the meeting of ministers. of the corrmunity on - ' . . . . . ' . . 

monetary issues, and the Eurogroup on colllliDn projects and points of view 

1n defense and U·.S.-European issues than skeptics had expected. 

'!he se are only timid beginnings . D1 vergent domestic evolutions 

(dramatized by social conflict. and by forthcoming elections) can chal-

lenge them at any manent. en the other hand, even if the progress we 

expect 1n the coming years does materialize, the harder options would 
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cOire even later; especially if the external environment presents un

pleasant or dramatic alternatives, the priorities of key West Ellropean 

countries may well be shoWn to differ. Meanwhile, in spite of many 

nuances and inconsistencies, a ccmnon West European consciousness and 

an emphasis on West European priorities are on the increase. 

'Ihey are fed above all, it would seem, by a new feeling of West 

European loneliness. 'Ihis comes from a certain sobering of expecta

tions, or cooling ·of exci terrent , toward the East after the successive 

FrenCh and Gennan euphorias, a certain discovery of diverging interests 

with the United states, after the August 1971 shock, and a certain 

feeling of helplessness or of passivity in ligj'lt of the superpower dia-

logue, after the Moscow rreeting . 

.With the East, after the Gaullist preface .and the Gennan no:rnJali-... . 

zation, what is left to do seems either very long-range~ (the process of 
~~ 

reconciliation, inter-penetration and mutual influence possibly leading 

to structural Changes beyond our control) or fairly l!EI'ginal (electoral 

benefits at hane, increase in economic trade and cooperation, discreet 

atterrpts to irrprove the freedcrn of movement of persons and ideas between 

East and West without angering Eastern Ellropean goverrunents, and the 

freedom of action of these goverrunents without angering the Soviet Union). 

The FrenCh know that Ellrope from the Atlantic to the Urals has been 

postponed for the foreseeable future after the Prague invasion; indeed, 

they have cone to fear a Ellrope from the Urals to the Atlantic. French 

authorities point to the growth of Soviet.power, to the nece~sity not to 

harrper the military balance through MBFR, to the desirability. of increas

ing defense budgets. 
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Gernan policy toward ,the East has been .based for some years on the 

principle: to change the status quo one ·has to accept it. B..tt before 

Prague this meant accepting cert.ain aspects of the status quo in order 

to active~. change certain others. · Since Prague the errphasis is much 

more on accepting the status quo today (not. only the territorial but 

also the political one) and hoping for the process of cooperation and 

conmunicationto change it one. day. Faith in history takes the place 

of practical .bargaining, particularly since the attempts at influencing 

the evolution of the East Gernan regime have, so far, been successfully 

resisted by the latter's policy of Abgrenzung. 'lhe. German government 

has all the more reason to moderate the hopes of her population and to 

find other policy goals since-the need of practicing a certain ideologi

cal Abgrenzung itself is made even more obvious by the atmosphere in 

academic and "young Socialil:!t" circles . 

. Both France and Germany, moreover, cannot help feeling that the 

happy days when they enjoyed the initiative in d6tente and were the sub

jects of the curiosity and worries of their allies are superseded, as 

soon as the subject is military, by a return to the old situation: As 

in the Kennedy or the. NPT days , it is the Un1 ted States who deals w1 th 

Moscow and· reassures its allies that they are not being forgotten or 

betrayed. Sane, .in B:Jnn or Paris, would like to recapture the initiative 

and beat the u.s .. to Moscow bilaterally ·or within the. context of the CSCE, 

which they see ~ a "second pillar of SALT." fut the preValent' interest, 
~ 

for the time being, .is more· on the new Paris-Mps• •iW-Bonn triangle and on 

the old problemof the character of relations among Western EUropean 

countries and.between them and the United States. 
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Indeed, we are back to the issues of 1962-63 (Fouchet Plan, 

British entry, Partnership, Kennedy Round) with :!nportant changes in 

the situation and disposition of all parties involved. The most ob

vious difference is-that now Britain is in the Carrm:m Market and her 

relations with France are good. If East-West relations in Europe can 

ultimately be seen as an episode in the historial "struggle for Germany," 

American-West EUropean relations can, in a way, be described as a 

"struggle for Britain." Only Britain can lead the way out of the sterile 

opposition between a "European" and an "Atlanticist" EUrope toward a 

progressively more independent Europe in conjunction with the United States. 

'lhe latter's new attitudes towards· the Common Market, and its IlD re 

general new unpredictability has shown to even the most Atlanticist 

) 

:::: :: :: :::o~::::::~:~ ::: ::~:::::o:a::s~:u:s to" 

~~st ,its o~:~-::;:~~= On th~~~~h~;:and; ~~::-
logic of American leadership under Kennedy and strategy under McNamara 

was hostile to European military independence and to British-French 

nuclear collaboration, the logic of the Nixon Doctrine and of Henry 

Kissinger's ideas is IJDre ambi@.ious; so are the messages issued by the 

American administration. By and large, as Jean Laloy points out, .,.,~ne 

the ..§gy:iet-Union~oppQ§.e_s_leJis~e' s economic integroation th9!1-ller~ -
political-military union, the United States has increasing objections 
-.-__..----,.~-' .... -~ - -_._.....,..._,-- - ·- ,_.,.~~ 

toward the former and dec~~},._ng~ones,..against-the ... ,:La,l;j:;~r.,_? 
···~····...----_.,·~...... - ... ,,or~~·~·"'· 

The course whiCh Europe will be able to steer among these obstacles 

and incentives will Obviously depend both on her main countries' respec

tive priorities and on the evolution of their common situation. 

For the time being, ];£ance ~ntains a ccmpletely contradictory 

position. She wants to keep the American military presence, but wants to 
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do nothing - either in terms of specific contributions or of general 

policy - to help prevent or slow down the disengagement she fears. She 

wants complete economic and monetary independence from the United States 

and blames her European partners for· not sharing this attitude enougp, 

yet she does nothing to help provide an alternative to the security link 

which limits the possibility of European independence by giving the U.S. 

a decisive leverage, espeCially toward Germany. Being .reluctant to 

speak either about European· defense or about European arms control, she 

seems to be entirely conservative in military matters and revolutionary 

in terms of economic relationships , w1 thout making any efforts at finding 

a compromise between the two . 

.._ Germany, by contrast, professes to see no conflict between being 

moleheartedly attach~ to European integration, to the Atlantic alliance, 
/ ,· . 

and to g~t_enj;e_with the East. -She is second to none in the first direc-

tion, but is likely to be more sensitive than most to American and Sovi~t

objections ~t Europe's economic or military COurSe. While active in 

Eurogroup activities she' is also anong the most sensitive to domestic 

pressures against deferise, and tends to· prefer the MBFR route to the 

&lropean defense one as a ineans of preventing American troop reductions 

or of compensating for them if they· do occur. 

Britain, at least under Eil.ward Heath, seems to have the clearest set 

of priorities: Weste:m_o~-P..ell..;!t_urop~an, increal),!t;~g~rtance of ~he_ 
'---._ 

European link as compared to the Atlantic one, but without premature:IJ 

col!l)romising__tl}§.._l.atter. · · . .. 

The co.untries on the northern and southern flanks of the Atlantic ,_ 

alliance have a primary interest both in the maintenance of the American 

presence mich is the unifying lfnk with the center, and in detente and 
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arms control to the extent that they diml.nish the clangers of their 

~exposed position. To the extent that the American ?.~sence is_~;Jg.;--' 

their main concern is to avoid isolation through a regionalization of the 

Central European defense. 'Iheir link with the EEC would, then, beco!IE 

increasingly important for their security. 

treaties with Germany, that their only security problem is with the 

Soviet Union. 'Ihey would welco!IE arm> control !IEasures which ndght 

marginally make Soviet intervention more awkward and security talks or 

institutions within which they would be less confined to a tete-a-t@te 

with their leader than in real life. Beyond that they know that Western 

Europe, especially Gennany, has a gr-eater interest in interpenetration 

versus the political status quo than the United States and they welco!IE 

an active West European ostpolitik. They are favorable to West European 

integration if it encourages it, hostile if it deflects from it. 'Ihey 

are interested in avoiding a Soviet superiority over the continent, which 

would still· increase their dependence; in a situation of balance, some 

in:iirect and marginal deterrence throug11 uncertainty may still be avail-

able, at least to so!IE of them. Hence they are interested in keeping 

the American presence or faute de ndeux, in the creation of the European 

~ balance to replace it. Nobody, except possibly the Soviet Union, has an 

~ interest in an abrupt choice between/ the Atlantic, the West European and 

\_v- /the Fast-West direction. Everybody~as an interest in the continuation 

~' 10'~ / v'f!. s~ of the American presence' and of detente ~:!J'l_,j;~o~t-

~ r7 European role of responsibility and initiative. In the long run, the 

desirable order would be from Fast-West (i.e., above all American-Soviet 

and Germany-Soviet) stabilization, through growing West European unity 



and influence. East European autono~ey and Soviet tolerance based on 

doroostic trarisforrmtion, to a new multilateral system of balance and 

cooperation, ..mich would de-e~hasize both· the presenCe of the super

powers and the role 'or ffillitary force. 

Unfortunately, however,' the dynamics of EurOpe' s security problem 

originate ~eh less; tciday, in·the ·progress of either West European 

integration or pan-EuTopean ·cooperation th!m in the trends to American 

diserigagerent or decoupling, ..mich revive the old European fears of the 

late 1940's and early 1950's ("we want to be deferxied, not liberated") 

and of the 1960's ("we want' deterrence, not defense, because any war on 

the European soil would be disastrous"). 

Tcday, there is no denying that Europe's ·security is increasingly 

distinct from and inferior to, that of the United States: she has· 

fallen between the t~b stools of complete Atlanticism (..mich would mean 

the complete identification of her·territory to that of the United States, 

\ as in Kerinedy Is Berlin statei!Ent' am the meeting of any threat to her 

I 
I secut'ity with the same thi-eat of retaliation to the Soviet Union itself 
I 

as a threat to the U. S. - again, as in Kennedy' s Cuban missile crisis 
I 
J stateroont) arid co~lete Europeariism (..m! eh would I!Ean having herself this 

l ability to credibly threaten retaliation over the Soviet Union itself). 

If! her present security- inrerior but acceptable·- which rests on 
C'P rr= • \ 

ambiguous deterrence ~_uncertain escalation ·coupled with East-West 

detente - is put into questibn, she becomes either a zone of potential 

· conventional cot;JfJJst (the Gaullist nightmare of the two superpowers 
. . . . 

sparing each other's territory and fighting, directly or indirectly, over 
. - . 

Western and Eastern Europe) or a militarily passive·, quasi-neutralized 

zone~of reduced armaments superviSed by the superpowers; -
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To avoid these two unpleasant situations, she I!Ul.St try to naintain 

all three elerrents of her present security, while changing their respec

tive proportion in the light of circumstances. 

After all, if Europe in spite of the nost unnatural territorial 
• 

divi::lons and the starkest ideological oppositions has not known the 

equivalent of the Korean, the Vietnam, the Arab-Israeli or the Indo

Pakistani war, it can be only for three reasons: the direct physical 

presence of the superpowers, the presence of rruclear weapons, and the 

more peaceful or satisfied character of societies. Each of these three 

features, if taken in isolation, would be inaccessible, or insufficient, 

or dangerous . 

The first would rrean perpetuation of the division of Europe, com

plete rerrunciation of an independent Western Europe, and a degree of 

identification with the United States which trends in the latter itself 

would no longer permit, even if the Europeans wanted it. 

Trying to substitute European rruclear deterrence for the American 

one would, if it meant a full-fledged European deterrent, be conceivable 

only in case of dire need, if the feeling of abandonment by the U.S. and 

of threat by the Soviet Union were sufficient to overcome the internal 

resistance to political unity and defense expenditure as Ian 3:nart has 

remarked. The very con:litions which would create the new separation 

fran the U.S. and hostility from the Soviet Union would be worsened at 

least in the short run by the solution and, at any rate, makes its irnple

rrentation more difficult. 9 

Finally, banking on the obsolescence of considerations of military 

balance and deterrence because of collective security, the dissolution 

of blocs, European reconciliation or the primacy of civilian values, 

would ignore both the structural problems created by the predominance of 
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actual Soviet and potential Gennan power on the El.Jropean corrt;inent, . . . . . ' . . . 

the potential _for viqlent crises in developed societies, and the nature 

of domestic and inter-state relationships in the _Soviet world. 

'!here is no alternative, then, from the point of view of securitl,.. 

itself·, to: 

1) ,!;e§l..!.,!111;,.J!S ~~_of th~~present deterrence and defense structure 

fgr:.as 19~Ie.§§J,9_le"-This means for the U.S. not to remove essential 

features of it or to underline its weaknesses in the name_of aetente or 

of_ arms control, and for the El.Jropeans to contribute more actively 

(financially and by their_general policy) to its prolongation; 

2) progressively, under the unbrella of the present structure, 

reinforcing_!;he Euro~ elements and their coordination with the corres

ponding U.S. ones .. This means for the Europeans not to l!Btch eventual 

U.S. troop reductions by,reductipns of. their own, and to take steps 

toward a conventional defense cCITilllll1ity; to add an element of "uncertainty 
. . . . ' 

of non-€scalation" by the deployment of British and French tactical . ' . ' . . ' 

nuclear weapons, in coorciination with American .ones; to proceed with steps 

toward.the coordina~ion of FrenCh and.British nuclear forces and the 

creation of a_ European NPG provided it is l!Bde _compatible with a restruc

tured Atlantic all:j.ance. ~or the ,U.S:, it means opening a serious 

process of discussion with European allies about .possible changes in NATO 

strategy pro!ll)ted by_ reduced American troop levels, 11 ; it means accepting 

a dialogue about and possibly coordination with and help to European 

nuclear efforts, tactical and strategic, if and whenthe Europeans, includ

ing the French, show a real interest in practical cooperation and struc.,-

tural reform. 

3) pursuing an active policy of detente,, cooperation and _interpenetra

tion with Eastern Europe, while knowing that its limits are various and 
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its fruits are distant. Emphasizing non-military aspects like economic 

and cultural contacts and the political guarantees of their regular 

course. Within political and military relations, e~asizing non

intervention, crisis-management, verification codes of conduct, all the 

kit of collateral "confidence building" or rather "confidence-substituting" 

measures, rather than arms limitations and changes in the security 

structure of Europe. These should be involved in the last stage of 

European reconciliation, not in the first. ·similarly, the discussion 

around the conference on security and cooperation and the institution of 

standing parr-European canmissions should be considered as positive 

channels for a peaceful transfonnation of the continent as long as they 

do not interfere with the process of West European integt'ation and with 

the theoretical possibility of its political and military consequences, 

which should have priority. Indeed, it is only if West EurOpeans are 

confident in their resolve to progess toward unity that they can and 

should run the risks of interpenetration and favor institutions which 

present dangers but also opportunities. 

All this seems to leave fairly little scope or role in Europe for 

arms control proper. It is more for others to judge whether this is so. 

What this analysis does imply, however, is that ,there is..np_p.QJ>1 t1ye -

value to arms limitations as such, divorced from their political context. 

Arms control, in the oost general senSe, does have two basic universal 

gpals which a:re positive by themselves: the avoidance of war and the 

limitation or decrease of defense expenditures. As soon as one asks 

whatwar, and what expenditures, and negotiated by whom, one enters into 

the decisive political questions of relations between superpowers, 

alliance systems, and individual small and middle powers. Arms control 
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can be an excellent bureaucratic _ideology, . used to manipulate wrong-. . . . . . 

headed military services or obnoxious. allie.s ·into submis~ion; it· can 

also be used by srraller allies to limit the control of their leaders. 

MBFR -:- to take the ITXlSt .sali,ent European example.- can be seen as 

an anti-!vJansfield -device or as the continuation of Mansfield by othe!" 

means; it can . be seen;. as by the french government, as a way for the 

Alliance leaders to reassert. their control or, as- by -the German govern-

rrent, as a way for alliance .members to have. a voice in. a process which, 

if it did not take place on a nulltilateral basis; would still proceed 

on a unilateral or bilateral one; or it can be seen, as in the models 

of the French Centre de Politigue Etra.ngere as a way of urxlermining 

"the blocs" by delineating the beginnings of an alternative security 

system. 

Similarly, in the East, it can be seen .as a pro-Warsaw Pact device 

entirely controlled by the Soviet Union, or -as .a. way for individual ... 

countries to get - through collateral measures - some of the security 

which already exists between alliances; essentially an "anti-Prague 

invasion" device. 

Finally, from the point of view of non-central regions, it can 

increase their exposed situation if it is limited to central or, as 

suggested by J. Holst connect the three security zones and thereby 

reemphasize the notion of the indivisibility of peace in Europe. 

In our own view, the issues of participation and priori ties are 

essential. CSCE and SALT will proceed and possibly with good results 

provided the rrarginalization of American participation in pan-European 

institutions is avoided in the first, and provided SALT is Europeanized 

when talking about natters involving Europe. European nuclear powers 
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should be present in its standing consultative carmission, as a step 

toward a long-range multilateralization of SALT to include all nuclear 

powers. 

MBFR - apparently the exercise most favorable to the West - may be 

the most ambiguous one. It may cane too late or be too slow to forestall 

or slow down domestic Anerican pressures for unilateral reduction; and 

it may come too early for a new security system. It may serve a useful 

function if it leads to bilateral reductions multilaterally arrived at 

and not, as seems at least as likely, to multilateral reductions 

bilaterally arrived at. Above all, it will have been worth the trouble 

and the risks if, by becoming a permanent feature of the process of East

West communication, it contributes, directly or indirectly, to m:ldifying 

the behavior of its participants in the direction of restraint. For, 

m:lre than mutually balanced force reductions, what European security 

needs is a process of mutually balanced interpenetration and non-inter

vention, and a riutually balanced reduction in the role of force. 
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The Future of the Strategic Arms Race and the Next Steps for its Control 

I. 

Any inquiry into the future of the strategic arms race ought per-

hops to begin with an enumeration of its motivating forces. 

Those who have followed the recent literature relating to it -

and particularly what is probably the richest source, the presentations 

to, and inquiries by, American Congressional committees -will identi-

fy three major factors in American policy: concern lest adversary weap-

. ons programs might make a nuclear disarming attack, a so-called "first 

strike", a rational option in a crisis; concern lest an adversary might 

achieve some kind of quantitative or qualitative superiority that could 

be exploited politically or militarily without triggering a full-scale 

nuclear exchange; and a desire to be in a strong bargaining position 

' 
with respect to arms control and disarmament negotiations. Although 

there is almost no information publically available regarding Soviet 

motivations, it seems likely that the same factors, and particularly 

the second, have been important in determining Soviet policy. In addi-

tion, limiting damage that might be inflicted on the Soviet Union in the 

event of a nuclear war has apparently also been a major Soviet objective 

at least up until the late 60s. 
Those who favor organizational explanations of decision pro-

cesses will argue that the existence within both the United States and 

the Soviet Union of military industrial complexes and the desire of the 



bureaucracies to extend their power and missions have also been im-

portant factors in the strategic arms race. 

As we look to the future, the strength of these forces, and others, 

that will determine strategic arms policy will be conditioned by a chang-

ing international political environment; by the experience with the re-

cently concluded round of strategic arms limitation talks, SALT I; and 

by changes in domestic attitudes and politics. In this last connection, 

changes within the United States and the outcome of the forthcoming 

American presidential election will be particularly important. 

II. 

Critics of the recently concluded strategic arms limitation agree-. 

ments have argued that the agreements do not go far enough, that their 

effect will be to legitimatize the arms race or channel it into new dimen-

sions, and that an acceleration of it may even be the result. Not 

even SALT's critics, and certainly not its supporters, will argue that 

the environment for strategic arms decisions will be unaffected by the 

recent negotiations. 

The effects can be considered to be of three kinds: those that 

are inhibiting, deriving from the agreements and interp;etatiOI).Jl~ReJ.,p.'"; .. _ _ __ ; ___ a _ _ ___ _ _;u;; z __ _ 

the channelizing and escalatory effects; and the effects on bure·acratic 

and diplomatic processes. 

The effects of the first kind are quite obvious, by and large non-

controversial, and have been much written about. Nevertheless, sum-

marization seems appropriate here. 

The most significant agreement emerging from SALT I is the limi-

tation of ABM systems to militarily meaningless levels, an agreement 
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that has several" important effects. 

Firstly, it can be interpreted as indicating acceptance by each 

of the super-powers of the fact that for the foreseeable future 
.;· 

its population will be held hostage by the other. Thus, 

deterrence is ens)}rined, for better or worse, as the major ... 
rationale for strategic force policy for both. 

Secondly, the treaty should allay concerns that either the Soviet 
. . . 

Union or the United States may, in the future, find it advantage-

ous to attack the other since under no circumstances would such 

an attack be a rational course: with large scale ABM systems 

proscribed, there could be no realistic expectation of preventing 

devasting retaliation. 

Thirdly, if effective ABM defenses are truly out of the picture, 

each offensive missile has enhanced utility. There will be 

no degradation due to interception and larger explosive payloads 

can be carried since penetration aids can be dispensed with. 

Accordingly, the treaty diminishes any military rationale for 

proceeding with l)eW strategic offensive systems, and most 

specifically the case for continuing with multiple independently 

targetable re-entry vehicle (MIRV) programmes . 

. Fourthly, the treaty establishes a precedent for future negotiations 

for curtailing other defensive, or to be more specific, damage-

-limiting systems - systems to limit damage to population and 

industry . 

Finally, including, as it does, such prescriptions as those on the 

development and test of sea, air and space-based .ABM systems, 

the treaty weakens the position of those who argue generally 

against including limitations on military· research and develop-

ment in arms control a·greements. 
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Far less significant than the ABM treaty is the interim agreement 

relating to offensive systems. It may have some inhibiting effects on 

Soviet programs, although it is unclear whether Soviet missile force 

levels would exceed the allowed limits within the ·five-year span of 

the agreement even in the absence of its constraints. It will not have 

any direct effects on US programs, as has been made clear. However, 

one might have expected, perhaps naively, that there would be indirect 

dampening effects since some of the expressed fears about a continuing 

Soviet missile build-up will presumably have been diminished, and 

with them the pressures to react. Regrettably, there is, as yet, no 

evidence to support this hope. 

On the contrary, spokesmen for the Nixon Administration have 

made it clear that they favor continuing with all of the strategic offen

sive weapons programs that were underway before the agreements were 

negotiated, and have gone out of their way to emphasize that there 

must be no curtailment. In this connection, cynics argue that, far 

from limiting the arms race, SALT may serve simply to change its 

course somewhat, possibly with acceleration. There are two mecha

nisms that are of concern, ·both related to bargaining. 

Internal to each government there are those favoring new weapons 

programs who can be expected to demand that certain concession to 

their interests be made as the price for their support of an arms control 

agreement. This has been most clearly brought to light in the case 

of the present agreements in demands made by the Chairman of the 

American Joint Chiefs of Staff for " assurances". From the perspective 

of this paper, one of the two most significant is a demand that the 

United States " maximize strategic capabilities within the constraints 

established", an assurance, which if complied with literally, would 

imply a vastly expanded qualitative and quantitative arms race since 

American economic and technical resources are far from being maximally 

used at present on strategic arms programs, and since there is ample 

scope for expansion within the framework of the agreements, particularly 
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as bombers and air-to-surface missiles are not covered at all by them. 

The other "assurance" that has a particular potential" for leading to 

an accelerated arms race is the demand that there be a vigorous US 

research and development program so as to " maintain technological 

superiority ". 

One can surmise that demands for similar "assurances" might 

have been made by those within the Soviet bureaucracy who favored 

continuing with major military programs, or that even if they were not, 

those at the decision-making levels might have given suitable under

takings in order to assure support for the agreements. 

The large number of US nuclear tests since 1963 may be an 

example from the past of the fact that the effect of an agreement 

may be a more vigorous weapons program at least in certain areas, 

than would obtain in its absence, the Kennedy Administration having 

assured Senator Jackson in that case that the nation would have a 

vigorous underground nuclear test program in order to gain his support 

and that of others for the Partial Test Ban Treaty. 

The other concern about bargaining is with respect to the inter

governmental situation. It became prominent in the case of SALT I 

when Nixon Administration spokesmen, unable to make a persuasive 

technical or military case for the Safeguard ABM system, were reduced 

to arguing that it should be supported because it was required so that 

the United States would be in an acceptable bargaining position 

vis-a-vis the Soviet Union. The process is being ·repeated with 

Administration spokesmen now arguing that the success of SALT I! is 

contingent on the United States' going ahead with the new strategic 

offensive weapons programs, ·notably the B-1, a new bomber, and 

Trident, a new missile launching submarine. Since considerable 

political courage, if not foolhardiness, is required to expose one's 

self to the possible charge of sabotaging an arms control agreement, 

the "bargaining chip" argument undoubtedly was persuasive to at least 
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a few members of the US Congress in the case of the ABM program; 

and it is likely to be so as regards some of the offensive programs. 

Thus, "bargaining chip" arguments, like the demands for 

"assurances" can be used to secure support for programs that would 

otherwise not be approved. Particularly if negotiations are protracted, 

the programs may acquire a momentum and a constituency that will 

make them difficult to stop. The results are likely to be, 1f not a 

net escalation of the arms race, at least a change in emphasis. With 

the recently negotiated agreements imposing limits on force levels, 

it is widely feared that there will be a greater emphasis on qualitative 

racing. It is also !>ossible that there may be more emphasis on 

bombers and cruise missiles as no constraints are imposed on them 

although the tendency to move in that direction will be attenuated since 

air defense are also unconstrained. 

When the strategic arms talks began, there were those who, dis

counting the likelihood of any early agreement, nevertheless argued 

that they could be important simply as a vehicle for improving under

standing on the part of the Soviet Union and the ·united States of each 

other's motivations in developing and deploying strategic arms. No 

doubt understanding has improved at least to some degree, 'and the 

mutual education process may even have resulted in some convergence 

of view on critical issues, e.g. on the futility of defense, on the 

importance of national means of verification and the importance of non

interference with them, and possibly even with respect to such con

cepts as nuclear sufficiency. One ought not, however, to attach too 

much weight to the likelihood. Certainly, there is little evidence 

that American views with respect to these questions have been much 

influenced by what the Soviet Union has had to say. Soviet views 

have probably been more influenced by American arguments, and the 

shift in the Soviet position regarding limitations on defensive systems 

is probably the best example. Even in that case, however, the timing 
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would lead one to believe that the shift began before SALT. 

Probably more important for the future than the effects of inter-

governmental exchanges have been .the effects of SALT on intra-govern-

mental processes. 

In ·the case of the United States the existence of the strategic 

arms talks have involved additional people in consideration of strategic 

arms policy, enhanced the role of others, made necessary communica-

tion between groups that otherwise would have had little reason for it, 

and undoubtedly has forced both newcomers and those who previously 

had had responsibility to look at the issues from a changed, and 

generally broader, perspective. · Thus, the negotiations have given the 
Senate 

Foreign Relations Committee of the US/an entree for consideration not 

only of the ABM treaty, with respect to which it has a constitutional 

responsibility, but also of the several weapons development and 

acquisition programs being advocated by the Administration. The re-

suit has been informative not only for members of that committee but 

for the Congress and the nation as a whole. The military establish-

ment, ·having been forced to argue its case with respect to a number 

of issues with arms control proponents, has doubtless improved its 

understanding of the character of the threat against which it assumes 

'it must plan, and the strategic .concepts which the nation will accept. 
' 

The roles of Dr. Kissinger and the Arms Control and Disarmament Agency 

within the bureaucracy have been enhanced and that of the State 

Department diminished by parts they played in the negotiations. The 

constituency for arms control by negotiation has been strengthened, 

possibly at the expense of those favoring the exercise of unilateral 

restraint. Decisions with respect to weapons development and procure-

ment that would in the past have been made at the middle levels of the 

bureacracy have been, and will continue to be, of concern ·at much 

higher levels if they are related to the subject of the agreements. 

And, development of positions for SALT has forced a more serious 
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consideration· of the relative effectiveness of national intelligence 

collection capabilities and of possible on-site inspection arrangements. 

In summary, the negotiations have had a major, and probably 

lasting and desirable, effect in opening up the issues of American 

strategic arms policy to broader and more informed discussion. 

The effects on Soviet policy processes can only be surmised, 

but it is likely that they have been even more profound since there 

has in the past been much less lateral com'!lunication between the 

various parts of the Soviet bureacracy that would necessarily have had 

to have been involved in back- stopping the Helsinki and Vienna 

negotiations: the military, the technical people, and those from the 

foreign office. 

Ill. 

Far more important than the effects of SALT I on the future of 

the strategic arms race are the changes in domestic; attitudes and the 

international political climate. 

This is not the place for lengthy commentary about them but an 

enumeration of the major changes (which are certainly not independent 

of each other) and their consequences as regards strategic weapons 

policy may be useful. 

Firstly, there is the demise of the bipolar world with the emer

gence of China, Japan, and Western Europe as increasingly in

dependent and important power centers 0 

Secondly, the Cold War is being increasingly seen as an ana

chronism, particularly as the crises over Hungary, Czechoslo

vakia , Berlin and Cuba become more distant 0 

Thirdly, within American society there is a substantial aliena

tion, particularly among the young, and a turning inward, in 
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large measure consequences of the tragedy of Viet Nam and 

frustration about lack of progress in solving domestic problems. 

Fourthly, there is the fact that military strength has declined in 

importance in international affairs relative to economic strength, 

partly also a consequence of. the demonstrated inability of the 

United States to use its military power to further what it has 

perceived to be its interests, but probably more. fundamentally 

a result of increasing economic interdependence. 

Finally, there is the likelihood that with each year of their non

use, nuclear weapons are losing credibility as instruments of 

policy. 

The consequence of these developments most relevant to the 

issue of strategic arms policy is, from an American perspective, and 

that is the one from which I must write, the diminution in public and 

Congressional support for the military establishment. Reductions in 

force levels, particularly in conventional forces, pressure to reduce 

overseas commitments, the move toward an all~volunteer army, and 

the questioning of major new weapons programs are manifestations of 

the change. 

With this, with the rejection of an imperial role by a large 

proportion of the population as arrogant and unwise, and with economic 

strength increasing in importance in international affairs, but with 

that of the United States diminished relative to that of the rest of the 

developed world, the ability of the nation to play an international 

leadership role is eroding. The diminution in capability will be 

accentuated as the last vestiges of American nuclear superiority 

relative to that of the Soviet Union disappear, and as the. Soviet 

threat to those who in the past have relied on American strength and 

leadership is perceived, as noted below, to be less worrisome, if not 

unreal. 
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While the environment for American foreign and military policy 

has changed because of a multiplicity of external and internal develop

ments, in the case of the Soviet Union a single one, the development 

of conflict with China, seems, at least to an outsider, to be dominant. 

This has undoubtedly been a factor favouring rapprochement with the 

West, and it will be a factor in determining how far the Soviet Union 

will be willing to go in arms control and particularly in arms reductions. 

The Sine-Soviet conflict, and the not unrelated improvement in 

Soviet-Western relationship, will also have its effect in Western 

Europe. The threat from the East will appear less worrisome, and the 

cement that holds NATO together accordingly will be weakened. So 

too will be the pressures for maintaining and building independent 

European nuclear capabilities, at least in the short term. In the long 

term, if Soviet policy should become more bellicose, such pressures 

could become strong again, assuming a diminished US presence and 

diminished confidence in the credibility of a US response to Soviet 

pressure in Europe. 

IV. 

With the environmental factors that will bear on future strategic 

arms policy identified, one can proceed in an attempt to describe the 

prospects for the future. 

Just what motivates Soviet strategic arms policy remains, despite 

SALT, unclear at least to the outsider. Nevertheless, the nature of 

Soviet weapons programs, of the agreements reached, and of the diffi

culties which proved unresolvable in SALT I permit a few inferences. 

Firstly, the Soviet Union, like the United States, seems to have 

accepted the idea that the building of defensive forces is not worth

while in the context of a Soviet-American strategic arms race. 

Secondly, it seems likely that the Soviet Union is less concerned 
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about the possibility of the United States developing a "first

strike " capability , then vice-versa. · Tnis may be because in 

the past the United States had something very close to such a 

capability, and did not use it; it may be because the Soviet 

Union would plan on launching its missiles based on radar 

warning of attack; and most likely it is a reflection of a belief 

that an out-of-the-blue "first-strike" is simply not the most 

credible one for initiation of nuclear war. 

Thirdly, any kind of inferiority is obviously troublesome, and 

measures which would have the effect of freezing the Soviet 

Union in such a position would be unacceptable, or if acceptable, 

only if there were very large compensating US concessions. As 

the Soviet Union has generally been behind the US, and still is, 

with respect to almost all areas of technology relevant to 

strategic weaponry the effect is likely to be general resistance 

to restraints on development, a resistance that also probably 
• • q • ~ :~ 

has a more deep-seated basis in Soviet philosophy. 

Finally, there are the questions of encirclement :and forward· 

based systems, concerns for which the United States has no 

analogues. These are issues which are likely to prove 

particularly troublesome in any efforts to negotiate permanent 

limits on offensive force levels or air defenses, or if large re-

ductions in the longer range offensive systems are ever seriously 

discussed. 

There may be dramatic changes in Soviet strategic arms policy, 

but with no inkling that these are in the offing, it is assumed that 

the bases for such policy will remain essentially unchanged, the 

excepted factor being possibly increasing concern about China. Also, 

as noted earlier, the policy is likely to be more thoughtfully developed 

and implemented, a consequence of greater lateral communication 
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deriving from the SALT experience and the resulting somewhat greater 

responsivity of the system to a multiplicity of internal influences. 

In contrast to that of the Soviet Union, American policy regard

ing strategic arms is at an obvious branch point, the branch to be 

selected being one of the major issues to be resolved by the November 

election. 

It is clear that to a substantial degree President Nixon and his 

supporters see him as the conservator of traditional American values, 

including specifically greatness as measured by America·' s ability to 

project its power and to influence events on a. world scale. The 

President has wisely recognized that policy must accomodate itself to 

realities. The so-called Nixon Doctrine is evidence of this: in 

recognition of the diminishing acceptability of commitments abroad, he 

has made it clear that in the future, outside NATO, others must carry 

the burden for defense against conventional attack, the American 

commitment being limited to serving as a guarantor against nuclear 

threats. But the fact remains that a reelected Nixon Administration 

would fight something of a rear-guard action against the tides of chan~, 

modifying policy, hopefully, skillfully and imaginatively as required , 

but nevertheless using whatever instruments it could to avoid turning its 

back on traditional values. 

A McGovern Administration, on the other hand, would clearly 

resist those tides much less strongly. Indeed, a more modest American 

role in international power politics would be accepted not only as 

expedient but as a preferred course. 

The difference between the two views of .the world and American 

interests are sufficiently different to justify two alternative analyses. 

The odds at the moment favouring the re-election of Mr. Nixon, that 

alternative is discussed first. 
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V. 

The Nixon Administration's approach to strategic arms questions 

is likely to be, as it has been in the past, within a framework defined by 

three basic beliefs about the strategic balance: firstly, an acceptance 

of the view that, in the Soviet-American confrontation, defensive or 

"damage-limiting" measures are not only hopeless but undesirable; se-

condly, a belief that the strategic balance is fairly delicate, a balance 

that could quite conceivably be upset by technological developments; 

and thirdly, rejection of the concept of nuclear sufficiency, at least as 

it is commonly defined, much rhetoric to the contrary notwithstanding. 

The first belief is the least controversial. The arguments are 

straightforward. (1) As long as the offense dominates the defense de-

cisively, the only realistic way of coping with the possibility of attack 

must be in deterrence rather than in defense. (2) Defenses may intro-

duce large uncertainties in the calculus of both sides; and conserva-
. . . 

tism or "worst-case" analysis, the tendency to give one's adversary 

the benefit of all doubts and one's self the benefit of none, is likely to 

induce one side to enlarge or qualitatively improve its offensive capa

bilities in an over-reaction to adversary defenses or their prospect. 

(3) Therefore, defenses can greatly stimulate the arms race; and severe 

constraints on them will allay concerns and remove a major incentive for 

escalation in offensive force levels. There are ancillary arguments. 

Limitations on offensive systems that are not accompanied by limitations 

on defenses as well are likely to prove non-viable: if one nation makes 

a major effort to develop or deploy defense, or both, the time will come 

when its adversary will become so concerned that its deterrent capability 

is jeopardized that it will feel obliged to strengthen its offensive forces 
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either clandestinely or after denouncing the agreements limiting them. 

Finally, preferred tactics for defeating defenses are likely to involve 

saturation or rapid expenditure of one's offensive weapons in time of 

war. Accordingly, it is argued that the chances of any nuclear exchange 

being limited would be diminished by the existence of defensive capa

bilities. 

Notwithstanding such arguments, there are a few who generally 

oppose limitations on defenses: in the United States, Don Brennan and 

Senator Buckley for example. However, the arguments against them 

have now gained wide acceptance, including in the Soviet Union; and 

this means that limitations on air defenses and anti-submarine warfare 

systems, as well as on ABM systems, may be acceptable, at least in 

principle. 

The importance of limiting defenses will depend on the size and 

composition of strategic offensive forces. If the latter are large, varie

gated and sophisticated, quite substantial defenses might be tolerated 

without there being concern about the adequacy of offensive forces for 

deterrence. By the same token, within the framework of deterrence, 

even quite modest defenses may be a serious impediment to drastic arms 

reduction. The importance of limiting defenses will also increase, the 

more delicate one believes the strategic balance to be. 

Information as to the views of the Nixon Administration with re

spect to the last point is somewhat ambiguous. Presidential statements 

contain remarks to the effect that the strategic balance is not sensitive 

to moderate variations in force levels, but others to the effect that it is 

very susceptible to being upset by technological changes. In its defense 
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of the Safeguard ABM proposal against domestic critics and its approach 

to SALT, the Administration has emphasized - many would say exaggera-

ted - the likelihood that a few years hence American deterrent forces 
• 

might be vulnerable to a Soviet "first-strike". It may be, however, that 

this emphasis was at least, in part, rationalization: in the case of the 

defense of Safeguard just one of many arguments adduced to "sell" the 

ABM; and as regards SALT, an argument brought forward for limiting 

the growtih of Soviet missile forces in areas where there was no US 

counterpart - the concern perhaps having its basis as much in the poli-

tical-psychological impact if the Soviet weapons as in the likelihood 

that they could in fact be effective as disarming weapons. It is perhaps 

fair to conclude that the Administration's expressed concerns about the 

delicacy of the strategic balance are real but have on occasion been over-

emphasized with other purposes or concerns in mind. In part, the empha-

sis is undoubtedly related to a rejection of the concept of nuclear suffi-

ciency. 

Before turning to a discussion of that rejection it is pertinent to . ' . ; 

point out that belief in the delicacy of the strategic balance is likely to 

be a very important determinant of American policy with respect to both 

arms control negotiations and weapons development and acquisition de-

cisions. Very high priority will be given to minimizing the vulnerability 

of American strategic offensive forces. This means that the continued 

retention of a "triad" of strategic systems, each with somewhat different 

vulnerabilities, will be favoured, and the maintenance of US technolo-
• 

gical superiority in strategic weaponry will be a sine qua non of policy 

as the best hedge against de stabilizing breakthroughs. In the balancing 
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of strategic objectives, reducing "first-strike" vulnerabilities will com

mand high priority as compared with others:' reducing the risks of war by 

accident, miscalculation, escalation or failures of command and control; 

reducing damage, should war occur, either by reducing force levels or 

making early termination more feasible; inhibiting nuclear proliferation; 

and reducing the level of resources allocated to strategic arms, In this 

connection, even those who believe that the possibility of a "first-strike" 

is not the greatest threat to survival, and that accordingly some of the 

other objectives ought to command higher relative priority, will be moved 

to support measures that reduce the vulnerability of strategic retaliatory 

forces, They will do so out of recognition of the fact that, even if ground

less, the fears of others, and particularly of the Administration, will, 

unless allayed, have undesirable effects on policy: the pressure for new 

weaponry will be difficult to resist; the "triad" will be retained to the 

point where some of its components may be obsolete, excessively expen.: 

sive or even an important factor in making nuclear war more probable; 

and other objectives will continue to be slighted. In short, they will 

accept the view that the delicacy ghost must be exorcised if there is to 

be more meaningful progress in arms control and disarmament. Yet, 

acceptance of this view, and action based on it, will almost inevitably 

lend support to the delicacy theory; thus, there is a difficult philosophi

cal dilemma for unbelievers. 

At least as important for strategic arms policy as the delicacy 

question, and hardly completely separable from it, is the question of 

nuclear sufficiency. The concept has its basis in the fact that modest 
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numbers of thermonuclear weapons will suffice to inflict levels of damage 

on nations that would be unacceptable under all circumstances, and that 

the same, or .Jarger, but still relatively small, numbers will suffice to 

destroy whole societies. The overriding implication of the concept is 

that, beyond a certain level,. conventional thinking about force levels 

and characteristics - that whichh:ts governed military policy since the 

beginning of recorded history. - is simply irrelevant. Beyond this level, 

increases in strength have no utility. Therefore, there is no point in 

being concerned about adversary increases, nor in trying to maintain 

equal or superior levels. Particularly as tactical nuclear war concepts 

and the limited use of nuclear weapons have lost credibility as realistic 

policy options, the concept of sufficiency as applied to nuclear .weapon-

ry, and particularly to strategic forces, has gained adherents. 

At the beginning of the Administration, President Nixon seemed 

to be one. Thus, his first "state of the world" message contained these 

words: 

Formerly, any additional strength was strategically significant; 

today, any additional power threatens to outstrip rational ob

jectives. 

However, in his second message in the series he made his rejection of 

"sufficiency", at least as conventionally defined, unambiguously clear. 

Thus, one reads, 

Our strategic forces must be numerous enough, efficient enough, 

and deployed in such a way that an aggressor will always know 

that the sure result of a nuclear attack against us is unacceptable 

damage from retaliation. That makes it .imperative that our stra

tegic power not be inferior to that of any other state. 
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The second sentence is clearly a non-sequitur to the first, is 

clearly inconsistent with the idea of sufficiency, and can be explained 

only by relating the need expressed in it to a broader range of objec-

tives than spelled out in the first. The first, incidentally, would seem 

" ~ to be a reasonable definition of Robert McNamara's assured destruction 

criterion for strategic force plr.mning, a criterion that the President has 

explicitly rejected as inadequate. In his third "state-of-the world" 

message the President, in effect, rejecting"sufficiency" as normally 

defined, reinterpreted the word to suit his purposes. Thus he said, 

Sufficiency has two meanings. In its narrow military sense, it 

means enough force to inflict a level of damage on a potential 

aggressor sufficient to deter him from attacking . . . In its 

broader sense, sufficiency means the maintenance of forces 

adquate to prevent us and our allies from being coerced. Thus, 

the relationship between our strategic forces and those of the 

Soviet Union must be such that our vital security interests will 

not be underestimated. I must not be - and my successors 

must not be - limited to the indiscriminate mass destruction of 

enemy civilians as the sole response to challenges. . . . It 

would be inconsistent with the political meaning of sufficiency 

to base our force planning on some finite - and theoretical -

capacity to inflict damage presumed to be unacceptable to the 

other side. 

What is one to make of all this rhetoric? Despite a substantial 

amount of confusion, it would seem that one can fairly conclude, and 

the conclusion is supported by actions, particularly in the Administra

tion's approach to SALT, that the Administration believes that strategic 

nuclear forces have utility for other than deterring all-out nuclear war; 

and that with strategic nuclear forces, as with conventional ones, "more" 
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is somehow better, and in particular, that substantial numerical or 

technological superiority in strategic weaponry on the part of the Soviet 

Union would be unacceptable. Implicit in these beliefs is the possibi-

lity that nuclear power can to some degree be substituted for conven-

tional strength. 

Notwithstanding the fact that there seems to be a trend of in-

creasing disbelief in such views, the Administration's statements and 
an 

actions make it clear that it sees strategic nuclear strength a~important 

instrument of policy. The view may have its basis in, or be reinforced 

by, the difficulty that the United States will have in the years ahead in 

playing a world leadership role based on economic and conventional mi-

litary strength; and because the Administration would clearly resist re.-

nouncing such a role. In addition, domestic support for nuclear, and 

particularly strategic, forces is likely to be more easily obtained than 

for conventional strength and overseas deployment of troops. In the light 

of the fact that there is little connection seen between such forces and 

the unhappy \liet. l\lam exper~!lnce, it is perhaps not smprising that the 

US: budget for s,trategic, forces, is increasfu:lg wl!!cite that for general pur-

pose forces; fs; decUning;. 

The, .impHcations, for s;trateg£c arms po]icy and arms control efforts 
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Examples are demands for systems that can deliver nuclear ordnance with 
Finally, 

timeliness, reliability and precision. /the approach to SALT will be, as 

it has been, to a substantial degree, from a competitive rather than a 

cooperative perspective: in technical jargon, from that of a two-person 

game, if not a two-person, zero-sum game, where one side's advantages 

are to be balanced off against the other's. With such a view, hard bar-

gaining will be the rule for future negotiations, and the accumulation of 

"bargaining chips" will be an important part of the game. 

Turning to SALT II, the concerns that will motivate the American 

approach, assuming the re election of Mr. Nixon, are likely to be almost 

unchanged from these that applied to SALT I: concern about the potential 

vulnerability of American strategic forces to a "first-strike" and about 

the possibility of Soviet superiority in strategic arms that might be other-

wise exploited militarily, or politically. That the first concern will still 

be a serious one, in the light of the ABM Treaty, may seem astonishing 

since the demands imposed on a "first-strike" capability will be much 

more stringent when the would-be attacker has no ABM system to blunt a 

retaliatory blow than when he has one; and since it would seem reason-

able to assume that the negotiation of the treaty would have allayed 

Administration concerns about the likelihood of a massive Soviet ABM 

defense. Yet, the "first-strike" concern is likely to continue to be 

serious. The Administration's insistence, during the SALT I negotiations, 

on coupling limitations on offensive systems with the ABM treaty made it 

clear that it viewed Soviet offensive weapons programs as more worrisome 

than the prospect of large Soviet ABM defenses. Subsequent remarks, 

including the formal declaration that the US would regard failure to convert 

the interim offensive forces agreement to a permanent one a basis for 
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withdrawal from the ABM Treaty, emphasizes the fact that Administra

tion conllnues to be troubled by the same concerns that were instrumental 

in its apparoch to SALT I. 

Thus, a Nixon Administration agenda for SALT II might logically 

have as its highest priority items a permanent limitation on offensive 

force levels to replace the interim agreement, and measures that would 

delay or reduce the likelihood of Soviet attainment of counter-force 

effective capabilities, including specifically sophisticated multiple 

independently targetable reentry vehicles (MIRVs). Force reductions 

might be included but primarily because of their possible utility in 

rectifying inbalances or in facilitating agreements on force ceilings 

rather than as major steps toward disarmament. Soviet interests would 

require addition of the forward based s ys terns to the agenda. With the 

exception of possible limits on additional defensive sys~ems, anti

submarine warfare (ASW) and air defense system~, and the likely in

clusion of aircraft in limits on offensive systems, the problems would 

be those that defied resolution in SALT I. 
•' 

The interim agreement on offensive missiles is awkward in 

that it permits the Soviet Union a potential superiority in strategic 

offensive missiles that would be large and possibly even significant . -

from the Administration's perspective and that of many others. A de-

fense of the asymmetry can be made on two grounds: firstly, that 

potential Soviet advantages can not be realized within the 5-year time 

frame of the agreement-in particular, that the Soviet Union can not 

deploy MIRVs extensively within that period while the United States 

will; and secondly, that American advantages in areas not covered 

are offsetting - in particular, that the United States has an advantage 
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in intercontinental and carrier-based bombers , and an advantage tn 

having overseas ba:o,"s from which shorter range bombers could strike 

the Soviet Union and which make possible an improvement in the effi

ciency of operation of missile launching submarines. The American 

advantages are, however, in varying degrees, wasting assets. The 

overseas bases may be lost, and, in any case, will diminish in 

importance as both aircraft and submarine-launched missile ranges 

increase; the carrier force may be reduced in size; and the relative 

worth of bombers as compared with missiles may diminish both because 

of their high cost and because defenses against them may improve 

while those against missiles are limited to militarilyinsignificant levels. 

The major problem from the American perspective will be the 

Soviet ICBMs' having a capacity for delivery of much more "throw

weight" than their American counterparts because of their larger size 

and greater number. This means that if Soviet MIRV technology catches 

up with that of the United States there will be a disparity favoring the 

Soviet Union in the weight of attack deliverable by the two powers that 

will be substantial no matter how measured - in numbers of warheads 

or "megatonnage" . Compounding the asymmetry will be the fact that 

target systems in the United States will likely require fewer weapons 

for destruction than their Soviet counterparts: fewer if the targets are 

missile launchers because the United States will have only about two

thirds as many as the Soviet Union, and fewer if the targets are popu

lation and industry because the United States is more urbanized. 

Two mechanisms of adjustment are likely to be considered: 

establishment of limits on total "throw-weight" and preferential phase

out of larger missiles. But where is the quid pro quo fo.- s·oviet 
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concessions? It is hard to see it except in substqntial bomber reduc

tions, i.e. bringing American intercontinental bomber levels down by 

a factor of three or four to match those of the Soviet Union; in some-

how getting at the forward based systems problem; or both. The ABM 
. " 

example notwithstanding, it would seem unlikely that "leveling-up" 

will be the solution. After years of operating a fairly small intercon-

tinental bomber force, and in an era when bombers are. generally seen 

to be out-:-dated as compared with missiles, it is unlikely that the 

Soviet Union would have much enthusiasm about making a huge invest

ment in new intercontinental bombers. Similarly, after having scrapped 

most of its large ICBMs in favor of smaller ones, and with ICBMs being 

seen by many, particularly in the United States, as obsolescent as 

compared with sea-based missiles because of their increas.ing vulnera-

bility, the United States wquld be unlikely to favor building more 

ICBMs, or replacing those it has with larger ones, or both, even if 

such changes were permitted. Thus, the only reasonable solutions,, 

within the framework ."parity", to the problems inherent in the interim 

offensive missile agreement are likely to be those involving reductions 

of forces and those that interact with the European security problem. 

Bargaining away the American superiority in intercontinental 

bombers to obtain Soviet concessions on ICBMs would likely be rela-

tively painless. Whether rightly or not, .the B 52 fleet is. seen as out-

dated,and the prospect of a relatively modest force of B-ls to replace 

it and the FB-111 could well serve to minimize most of the internal 

objections to such a move. 

For the Russians to accept major reductions in ICBMs would 

likely be more difficult, the large expenditures in their production 

having been so recently incurred. 
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Although a matter of lower priority for the United States than 

eliminating the asymmetries in the interim agreement regarding ICBMs, 

elimination of those pertaining to submarine-based missile systems 

will presumably also be an American objective. However, there are 

no obvious "bargaining chips" that the United States could play to 

secure Soviet concessions. In this connection, it would seem unlikely 

that Trident, once it is well underway, would be lightly bargained 

away even if support for it had been secured by the use of the "bar

gaining chip" argument. 

Perhaps the most difficult problems of all that will arise in 

any effort to extend the interim agreement to cover· other weapons 

systems are those relating to the fcrward based forces. These can 

hardly be dealt with without involvementof the NATO powers, and 

even if withdrawals of American forces could be agreed to, this would 

not likely satisfy the Soviet Union because of the possibility of rede

ployment. Reductions in inventories of dual purpose aircraft, i, e. 

the land and ca~rier based.' ones that are seen by the United States 

primarily as general purpose forces but by the Soviet Union as being 

appropriate for inclusion in SALT because they can reach it, will force 

consideration of the whole question of conventional force reductions. 

All things considered, there would seem to be powerful forces 

working against an early offensive force level treaty and not much of 

a constituency for it. 

The favorable auguries are in the development of increasingly 

strong arms control constituencies in the two bureaucracies, intne der'

sire for economic savings, and in such fear as there may be on the part 

of proponents of large and modern strategic forces that trends in public 
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opinion and political leadership may be running against them. SALT 

can help assuage the latter concerns because of the '"bargaining chip'" 
' 

argument. As long as there is a reasonable expectation of some agree-

ment, demands for '"bargaining chips'" may serve to keep programs 

such as the B-1 and Trident, and very likely their Soviet counterparts, 

alive even in the absence .. of any urgent military need, and even if public 

opinion and other demands on the budget would dictate t~eir demise 

or curtailment. 

It is by now a _widely held belief that even if the interim agree-

ments on offensive systems .can be converted into a permanent and pas-

sibly more inclusive treaty; the -opportunities for qualitative improve-

ments may mean that the arms race will go on - perhaps with some 

change in character, but without abatement. Therefore, limitations on 

development are increasingly believed to be a matter of high priority,

However, the expressed conviction of the Nixon Administration 

that the United States must.maintain technological superiority in strate

gic arms coupled with the deep-seated, and demonstrated, reluctance. 
. . . - '" . 

of the Soviet Union to enter into agreements freezing it in an inferior 

position would seem to cast doubt on the likelihood,~£ m::hieving such 

limitations. Indeed, the conflict would seem, in its general sense, 

irreconcilable. There is some basis for hope, however.. It is in the 

possibility that agreements with regard to particular military areas 

can be negotiated without the United States renouncing its insiste_nce 

on overall superiority in strategic arms technology and without the. 

Soviet Union "s conceding it. The necessary condition is that in the 

specific areas the capabilities of the two nations be comparable. The 

best precedent is in the partial nuclear test ban treaty. 
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Probably the most interesting prospect for the future is a mis

sile test limitation agreement. Subject to exceptions to permit the 

peaceful exploitation of space, one can envisage an agreement limiting 

the number of missile tests to some low annual quota; or alternatively, 

or in addition, one severely constraining the kinds of rockets and re

entry vehicles that could be tested. A particular interesting possibility 

of the latter is a proscription on tests of all kinds of vehicles notal

ready operational by some specified cut-off date. Agreement(s) along 

these lines could have the general effect of dampening interest in, and 

greatly slowing down, development in strategic missiles. More speci

fically, depending on the details, such an agreement(s) could allay 

concerns about the possibility of adversary attainment of missile capa

bilities that could be effective in a disarming strike. Among other 

things, what is required for such a capability are high reliability, ade

quate accuracy, and great confidence in both - qualities not now 

characteristic of either nation's missile forces and which can be rea

lized only through extensive test programs. 

Because of the great attention paid to MIRVs, and some would 

say their significance, it is unlikely that missile test limitations could 

be agreed to until the Soviet Union has demonstrated at least a rudi

mentary capability. After that, however, .a missile test limitation agree

ment would appear to be one of the more feasible major strategic arms 

control steps on the horizon, particularly if both nations have by then 

made enough progress with the development of longer-range sea-based 

missiles so that their deployment would not be precluded. 

The other major agreements that are at least in principle of 

interest are those affecting defensive systems. 
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~I :· 

The possibility of limiting air defenses can probably be dis-

missed because of asymmetry - the Soviet Union has extensive defenses, 

the United States relatively little; because of the difficulties of diffe-

rentiating between some kinds of defenses that have dual purpose capa-

bilities, i.e. utility in both protracted conventional war and against a 

nuclear strike; and because of difficulties in verification of compliance 

with some kinds of prescriptions. 

Limiting anti-submarine warfare activity will also be difficult 

because of the multi-mission role of such forces, because of verifica-

tion problems, and because nations other than the Soviet Union and the 

United States have such forces. Nevertheless, there is more promise 

than in the air defense case. The hope is in part in the fact that some 

of the requirements for destroying or reducing the effectiveness of 

missile-launching submarines are likely to be quite different from 

those for protracted war at sea. Thus, there is the possibility of cer-

tain agreed limitations that could reduce concerns about the future 

survivability of submarine-based deterrent forces without there having 

much effect on the ASW capabilities that one normally thinks of as 

appropriate to the protection of shipping and naval task forces. An 

example would be the prohibition of peacetime trailing of submarines. 

Such an agreement could reduce the likelihood of a whole missile-

launching submarine force being suddenly destroyed by surprise attack. 

On the other hand, the proscription would be irrelevant during a pro-

tracted war: it would hardly be complied with. 

Yet, the prospect for early constrainment of ASW activity can 

not be counted large. Some prescriptions, the foregoing example in-

eluded, have the unfortunate quality of being suseptible to rapid 

L____ - --------------------------------------------------------------------------------~ 
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abrogation without their being any very acceptable counter. Others, 

e.g. limitations on ASW force levels , whiCh would require a substantial 

time interval following abrogation before significant changes in capabi

lities could occur, would degrade not only ASW capabilities against 

missile-launching submari.nes but also those appropriate to protracted war 

at sea. There would likely be considerable opposition to limitations 

such as those on ASW force levels in both the Soviet and US Navies be

cause of the overlap problem. In addition, opposition in the US Navy 

to limitations on force levels and operations, and opposition in the 

Soviet Navy to limitations on development, would be likely because 

ASW technology of the former is probably superior to that of the latter. 

(It is quite probable that the failure to make progress in limiting MIRVs 

during the last couple of years, another technology where the United 

States has a lead, can be attributed to similar reactions by the two 

powers: little interest in deployment constraints on the part of the 

·United States and little interest in development limitations on the part 

of the Soviet Union.) 

Discounting pressures not now foreseeable, it would, on ba

lance, seem unlikely that negotiations with respect to any of the issues 

discussed could be brought to a successful conclusion within the next 

couple of years. 

However, by 1975 or 1976 interest of the Nixon Administration 

in reaching agreement is likely to have increased substantially because 

of the imminence of the termination of the interim agreement on offen

sive systems, because of the likelihood that the Soviet Union will be 

well on its way tb exploiting, through MIRV development and deploy

ment, the opportunities permitted it by that agreement for achieving a 

superiority in ICBM strength, and because of the likelihood that 
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Mr. Nixon will want to leave behind as part of the legacy of his Ad

ministration, in addition to the ABM treaty, another lasting arms control 

agreement of major proportions. In a sense, what is being said is 

simply that the negotiations for SALT II will consume the time available 

just as was the case in SALT I. Whether agreement will be reached will 

depend not only on how far the President will feel he can go toward 

meeting Soviet demands, but also on Soviet interests which are quite 

unpredictable. The time frame for negotiating a major new agreement 

could well be. shortened if either power had an over-riding interest in . 

concluding one before about 197 6, but there are no such obvious in.

terests in sight. 

One can say that if SALT II is a failure .the result will likely 

be not only disillusionment, but, because of the reliance on a bargain

ing from strength, arms levels substantially greater than would have 

been realized without the negotiations. There is a question, therefore, 

of whether SALT II negotiations are worth beginning if the approach can 

only.be in an environment where the accumulation of 'bargaining chips 

is the order of the day for one or both sides. 

Behind the approach to SALT II, cmd even a~icie from it, the.re 

will be, for both sides, the "triad" question - whether to try to main

tain a strategic force consisting of a mix of ICBMs, SLBMs and bombers. 

Concerned as it appears to be about the delicacy of the stra

tegic balance, the Nixon Administration is likely to be strongly disposed 

to retain all three components as providing maximum insurance against 

the possibility of the Soviet Union·s acquiring a "first-strike" capabi

lity. Because of the difficulty of the Russians· coordinating a strike 

against all three, this will likely be true even if the Soviet Union de

velops a capability of employing highly accurate MIRVs which might 

appear to make the American ICBM force by itself vulnerable. 
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Retention of a "triad" would seem to be less important fer the 

Soviet Union, and a continued phasing out of intercontinental bombers 

would not be surprising. 

Introduction of land-mobile ICBMs by it might be in the cards 

since they could combine some of the more attractive features of both 

SLBMs and fixed ICBMs: the relatively low vulnerability to attack of 

the former with the lower cost, and greater reliability and simplicity . 

of communications of the latter. It is to be noted that development 

and deployment of such forces is not precluded by the interim agree

ment on offensive forces (although the United States, in a non-agreed 

interpretation of the SALT I agreements, has stated it would view such 

deployment inconsistent with their purposes). 

VI. 

If one takes Senator McGovern's statement on national defense 

at face value or anything like it, the whole framework for consideration 

of strategic arms issues is dramatically different. 

One might argue that in the event of his election to the Presi

dency, the responsibility of the office and pressures from the military 

establishment, the Congress and others would result in some shift of 

the Senator's position so that the break with the past would not be as 

sharp as his campaign statements and position.papers suggest. The 

argument is unpersuasive. It is hard to imagine a McGovern electoral 

victory without the composition of the Congress changing as well so 

that his programs would be more acceptable than to the present member

ship. And even if there were Congressional pressure for larger defense 
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programs, it would likely be unavailing: the Congress can refuse to go 

along with presidential programs but it is difficult to get a president to 

spend money he does not wish to spend. Certainly, there would·be 

changes in detail in the McGovern defense program, but the underlying 

philosophy and the major themes of his position would suffer little 

erosion. 

Like President Nixon, Senator McGovern accepts the fact that 

the policies of China and the Soviet Union will be actively hostile to 

American interests, and he accepts the necessity of having strategic 

forces which, by virtue of their ability to inflict unacceptable damage 

in retaliation, are adaquate to deter a nuclear attack against the United 

States. He rejects development and deployment of counterforce and de

fensive forces as an exercise in futility and worse: fuel for the arms 

race, and dangerous. 

Beyond this point, Senator McGovern's and the Administration~s 

positions appear to diverge sharply. Nuclear supe_riority is seen by the 

Senator as pointless and dangerous, and he makes no claim that it is 

imperative that the United States maintain a lead in technologies rele

vant to strategic weaponry. He accepts nuclear sufficiency, narrowly 

defined, suggesting "that the guaranteed capability to deliver some 

2 00 one-megaton equivalents on separate targets in both the Soviet 

Union and China accomplishes at or near the maximum that the United 

States can expect from a strategy of deterrence". He rejects the "de

licacy theory" of the strategic balance, and specifically what he regards 

as hysterical concern about a "first-strike" threat that might be inherent 

in the development and deployment by the Soviet Union of SS-9 missiles. 

He criticizes the bargaining chip approach to weapons acquisition and 

linkage with arms control negotiations stating, "A desire to negotiate 
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from strength should not compel arms outlays that will be inappropriate 

even if negotiations fail". 

The McGovern position as regards the "triad" is one of less 

than unalloyed enthusiasm. The bomber and ICBM components would 

merit retention but clearly not larger investment at this time to enhance 

their survivability. On the contrary, the fact that the existence of a 

"triad" would complicate an adversary's problem in attempting a "first

strike'' is seen as making early decisions to strengthen its several 

components unnecessary. 

Thus, the McGovern program calls for a halt in the construc

tion of Safeguard defenses for American ICBMs, a reversal of the de

cision for prototype development of the B-1 bomber, and a discontinua

tion of the conversion of American ICBMs to accomodate MIRVs. 

These differences between the Nixon and McGovern positions, 

and particularly the fact that the latter apparently does not see nuClear 

weapons or strategic forces as useful instruments of policy, not to 

mention his more modest aspirations for American leadership in inter

national affairs, suggest that in a McGovern Administration, American 

nuclear policy would move rapidly and far toward what is often referred 

to as one of "minimum deterrence". 

What of the question of strategic arms control negotiations? 

From the perspective that has characterized SALT, th ey would seem 

almost irrelevant. If strategic superiority in all its manifestations is 

held to be meaningless, and if concern about a "first-strike" is regarded 

as something of a hysteria! aberration, why engage in hard bargaining 

to obtain assurance that certain adversary force levels or performance 

characteristics are not exceeded? Dr. Kissinger has said of SALT I, 
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"Devising an equitable agreement on ABMs proved extremely difficult". 

Later, in discussing possible deferral of construction of a second Ame-

rican ABM site he decried the possibility that the Soviet Union might 

have had two sites to one for the United States. In a world of suffi-

ciency, "equity" becomes meaningless as an objective, and the diffe-

rence between one and two ABM sites irrelevant. 

Yet, the very different McGovern views on the role of nuclear 
I 

weapons in world affairs does not mean that the Soviet Union cind the 

United States with a McGovern Administration would have nothing to 

talk about as regards strategic arms. The game-theory, bargaining 

approach would be muted, and questions of cooperation would become 

prominent. Concern would be focused less on those aspects of the 

nuclear threat that have their basis in the adversary aspects of the 

Soviet-American relationship and more in those that are a function 

simply of the existence of the weapons themselves. The objectives 

of allaying concerns about adversary exploitation of nuclear strength 

and the possibility of a disarming attack would, to a large degree, 

give way to reducing the risks that war might be initiated by other 

mechanisms - escalation, accident, failure of command and control, 

or as a result of nuclear proliferation; and to reducing damage levels 

in the event of war, including eventually getting beyond "minimum 

deterrence" . 

The last prospect must, regrettably, be regarded, however, 

as a distant one. While a McGovern Administration would surely want 

to explore the problems, there is no reason to believe that the Soviet 
its 

Union ./advocacy of general_;tnd complete disarmament notwithstanding, 

would be prepared to accept even "minimum deterrence" at this time, 
'· 
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much less that it would consider seriously going beyond it in strategic 

force reductions. In this regard, its. views concerning strategic weap

onry are likely to be much more akin to those of the Nixon Administra

tion than to those of Senator McGovern, those relating to the question 

of the delicacy of the strategic balance possibly excepted. 

VII. 

Is there, then, a reasonable basis for hope that the trends of 

the last twenty years toward greater numbers and ·sophistication of 

strategic arms will be reversed? In summary, assuming no change in 

government in either the Soviet Union or the United States, the answer 

must be a highly qualified "yes". 

There is little evidence that the governments of either the 

Soviet Union or the United States, as presently constituted, would 

exercise much unilateral restraint. Thus, assuming they continue in 

power, the strategic arms race is likely to go on with some change as 

a result of SALT I but with little, if any, abatement in the absence of 

further agreement. 

Further negotiations, particularly if protracted, could have 

the effect of encouraging the race by muting those voices that would 

favor some unilateral restraint. This is certainly likely in the case of 

the United States where demands by the Administration for "bargaining 

chips" can be used to silence Congressional critics of expanded arms 

programs. It would be surprising if similar behaviour did not charac

terize the Soviet system. 
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Since the problems for SALT II, as seen from the perspective of 

the present governments of the two co1;1ntries, appear to be formidable 

ones, early agreement on major measures of limitation or reduction can 

not be realistically expected. There is, then, a very real que~tion of 

whether entering into such negotiations will be worth while: there is 

a good chance that the net effect will be counterproductive as regards 

arms control. 

Where then is the hope, absent a change in Administration in 

the United States? It is in the fact that there are competitive demands 

on resources in both the Soviet Union and the United States; a trend, 

at least in the latter, toward better informed and more searching 

questioning of military policies; the development of procedures and 

constituencies in the bureaucracies of both countries more conducive 

to arms control; and in the rather specific motivations that the Nixon 

Administration may have to conclude major agreements in 1975 or 1976. 

With all of these factors in mind, both the negative and the 

positive, it is to be hoped that an approach to SALT II will be one with 

rather grand objectives. Since the negotiations are likely to consume 

the next three or four years almost regardless of their content, only 

rather substantial agreements could offset the escalation in arms that 

must be expected between now and then and to which the negotiations 

will have contributed. 

A change in Administration in the United States would open up 

a very different perspective. 

The objectives which appear to have been the major motiva

tions for SALT I, reduction of concern about an adversary "first-strike", 

removal of incentives for strategic arms escalation, and prevention of 

adversary attainment of advantages in force levels or characteristics 
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that could be exploited, would be all but irrelevant, at least to the 

United States. That being the case, further arms control talks would 

offer an opportunity to focus on the non-competitive aspects of the 

nuclear threat, aspects which have been much in the background in 

SALT I, and which would continue to be so in SALT II absent a change 

in the American Administration. Certainly, with a McGovern Presi-

dency, negotiations would be much less likely to contribute to further 

arms escalation. 

Regardless of negotiations, American strategic weapon pro

grams would be much curtailed. Whether or not there would be any 

reciprocation by the Soviet Union is totally unclear. 

.• 


